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Abstract
Although the solar corona is one of the most studied areas in solar physics, its activity, 
such as flares, prominence eruptions and CMEs, is far from understood. Since the solar 
corona is a low-/? plasma, its structure and dynamics are driven by the magnetic field.
The aim of this PhD thesis to study the magnetic field in the solai* corona. Unfortu­
nately, high quality direct measurements of the coronal magnetic field aie not available 
and theoretical extrapolation using the observed photospheric magnetic field is required.
The thesis is mainly divided in two parts. The first part deals with the comparison 
between theoretical models of magnetic fields and observed sti nctures in the corona. For 
any theoretical model, a quantitative method to fit magnetic field lines to observed coronal 
loops is introduced. This method provides a quantity C that measures how closely a 
theoretical model can reproduce the observed coronal structures.
Using linear fOrce-free field extrapolation, the above field line fitting method is used to 
study the evolution of an active region. The method is also illustrated when the theoretical 
magnetic field depends on more than one parameter.
The second part of the thesis focuses on the linear force-free field assumption us­
ing two different geometric configurations. Firstly a vertical rigid magnetic flux tube is 
considered. The analytical expression of the magnetic field is obtained as an expansion in 
terms of Bessel functions. The main properties of this system are discussed and compared 
with two cylindrically symmetric twist profiles.
For the second system, the photosphere is assumed to be an infinite plane. Using 
translational geometry, the analytical expression of the linear force-free magnetic field 
that matches a prescribed line of sight magnetic field component is obtained. This solution 
is compared with the non linear solution obtained by Roumeliotis (1993).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The night has a thousand eyes.
And the day but one;
Yet the light o f the bright world lies, 
With the dying Sun.
- Francis William Bourdillon (1878).
The Sun is just one star of the hundreds of billions that populate our Galaxy. In fact, 
our sun is a G2 class star, which puts it in the middle of sequence of spectral classes. There 
are other stars which are much hotter or much cooler and intiinsically much brighter or 
fainter. Table 1.1 shows some of the Sun’s physical properties\
What makes it so special is that it is “only” 150 million Km away; located in the centre 
of the solar system, its light and heat sustain all life on Earth. The scientific interests on 
the Sun can be divided in four categories:
1. The Sun is the heat engine that drives the circulation of our atmosphere; thus it 
is not difficult to presume that it is somehow responsible for the Earth’s climate. 
Solar activity can influence Earth’s climate in ways we must understand in order to 
enhance solar system research and our well-being.
2. But there is more than that. The Earth’s surface is protected by its magnetic field 
and atmosphere, while the space is embedded in the solar wind. In the last decade.
'All values are taken from Lang (2001), for this table and the rest of the introduction.
Property Value
Mean distance to Earth 1 AU = 1.4959787 x 10^  ^ m
Light travel-time from Sun to Earth 499.004782 s
Radius R q  =  6.955 X 10® m =  109 Earth radii
Volume y© =  1.412 X 10^’'' m® =  1.3 million Earths
Mass M© =  1.989 X 10®° Kg =  332946 Earth Masses
Escape velocity at atmosphere 6.178 X 10® m s“ ^
Solar Constant /© =  1366 J s-^ m-2 =  1366 W m"^
Luminosity L q =  3.85 X 102°J s“  ^ =  3.85 x 10^6 W
Age 4.566 X 10° years
Surface gravity 274 m s"^
Mass loss rate 10°K gs“ ^
Inclination to Earth’s orbit 7°
Angular momentum 1.7 X 10 1^ Kg m  ^ s - i
Arc second 1" =  726 X 10° m
Principal chemical constituents (By number of atoms) (By mass fraction)
Hydrogen 92.1% X = 70.68%
Helium 7.8% Y = 27.43%
all others 0.1% Z = 1.89%
Pressure (core) 2.334 X 10^° Pa
(photosphere) 10 Pa
Temperature (core) 1.56 X 10  ^ K
(radiative zone) 1.5 X 10  ^ -  1.5 X 10° K
(convection zone) 1.5 X 10° -  6 X 10® K
(photosphere) 5780 K
(chromosphere) 6 X 10® -  2 X 104 K
(transition region) 2 X 104 -  2 X 10° K
(corona) 2 X 10° -  9 X 10° K
Layers Thickness (core) 0.25 R© =  1.74 X 10® m
(radiative zone) 0.45 R© =  2.72 X 10® m
(convection zone) 0.30 R© =  1.995 X 10® m
(photosphere) 5 X 10® m
(chromosphere) 2.5 X 10° m
(transition region) <  10® m
(corona) To the edge of solar system
Density (mean density) 1409 Kg m“ ®
(core) 1.5 X 10® Kg m“ ®
(photosphere) 10-4 Kg m-®
(chromosphere) 10-4° Kg m -°
(corona) 10-42 Kg m“®
Rotation Period (equator) 26.8 days
(30° latitude) 28.2 days
(60° latitude) 30.8 days
Magnetic Field (sunspots) 0.1 -  0.4 T =  1 X 10® -  4 X 10® G
(polar) 0.001 T =  lOG
(Earth) 0.00003 T =  0.3 G
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Figure 1.1: Cutaway drawing o f Sun’s interior. Image by Caroline Raines o f Square One research 
PTY LTD (http://www.squl.com ).
the attention focused on space-weather has grown considerably, in an attempt to 
predict magnetic storms that would affect satellites and space stations
3. The Sun is also the key for understanding our universe. Unlike the rest of the 
stars we observe, this one can be studied in great detail. The same way we can 
not completely understand matter until we master the atom, we will not be able to 
comprehend how galaxies work without an in-depth knowledge of our Sun.
4. The Sun is a gigantic nuclear fusion plant composed of plasma. Therefore, there 
is also a connection between solar physics, laboratory research on plasmas and 
nuclear fusion research.
1.1 Solar Structure
The Sun is divided into many layers, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. All of the Sun’s energy 
is produced by nuclear fusion in the core, where densities and temperatures are high 
enough. This energy will be transported to the outer layers of the Sun through two types 
of processes: radiation, which involves movement of energy but not of material, and 
convection where motions of the plasma transport the energy as kinetic energy.
1.2 The Solar Corona___________________________________________________ m
It takes 10  ^ years for photons to reach the Sun’s surface, called photosphere^. The 
photosphere is observed in white light and this is where most of the energy is radiated. 
The features we can observe in the photosphere include granules, supergranules and sun­
spots.
Above the photosphere, there is a thin layer (2.5 million metres thick) called the chro­
mosphere. Here the temperature rises from 6000 K to 20000 K and the density is a million 
times less than in the photosphere; the chromosphere is so faint that it was traditionally 
only visible during solar eclipses. The chromosphere’s brightest emission lines are the 
hydrogen-alpha (or Ha, of 656.3 nm of wavelength) and the singly-ionised calcium (or 
Ca II, of 393.4 nm). The features observed in the chromosphere are the chromospheric 
network of magnetic field elements (that outline the boundaries of supergranular cells), 
bright plages around dark sunspots, dark filaments across the disk and prominences above 
the limb.
The transition region is a layer of less than a hundred thousand metres long between 
the corona and the chromosphere. In this layer the temperature increases and the density 
decreases quite dramatically with height. The transition region can be observed in the 
ultraviolet.
This PhD thesis is mainly focused in the solar corona and its magnetic field, which 
are explained on more detail in the next section.
1.2 The Solar Corona
The Solar corona extends above the visible surface of the Sun. This tenuous solar atmo­
sphere is expanding in all directions, filling interplanetary space. It consists of hot, fully 
ionised, diffuse plasma (T = 10® K, p =  10“ ^^  Kg m“®).
Because of its high temperature, the actual emission.of the corona is mainly at short 
wavelengths, such as extreme ultraviolet (or EUV, of 10 to 100 nm) and X-ray (of 0.01 to 
10 nm). It can also be seen in the visible light, during eclipses or by using coronagraphs 
(where the bright light of the Sun’s photosphere is blocked out by an occulting disk, 
providing an artificial eclipse).
^Technically, the Sun has no surface; its gas just becomes more tenuous the further out you go. But it is 
common to consider its surface as the level beyond which the gas becomes transparent.
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Observations of the corona show very bright areas, called active regions (ARs) on a 
less bright background known as the quiet corona. ARs have intense photospheric mag­
netic fields, as well as complex overlying magnetic field structures. In addition, sunspots 
and flares are located within ARs.
The coronal magnetic field is initially generated inside the Sun and then rises by mag­
netic buoyancy to the surface. Because the photosphere is so much denser, the gas pres­
sure dominates over the magnetic pressure which means that the footpoints of the mag­
netic field aie anchored in the dense photospheric plasma. Consequently, the evolution 
of the coronal magnetic field is determined by the motions of photospheric footpoints in 
response to fluid motion generated, for example, by convection. Since the bulk of the 
corona is effectively perfectly conducting, the topology of the magnetic field will only 
change if current sheets are formed.
On the other hand, away from the footpoints in the lower corona, the situation is the 
opposite, the magnetic pressure dominates and the hot particles are constrained by the 
magnetic field; also, any static magnetic field must be, to a large extent, force-free.
Once in the corona, the magnetic field can be divided into two types:
• Closed magnetic field: forming coronal loops such as shown in Figure 1.2 and hel­
met streamers. Located in the low corona, over neutral lines, helmet streamers con­
nect regions of opposite polarity and commonly straddle a prominence embedded 
in the base of the streamer.
• Open magnetic field: forming coronal holes (which are dark regions observed in 
X-ray images), and producing the solar wind (which is a fast stream of plasma 
expelled from the Sun into the interplanetary space).
The high temperature in the corona remains one of the major unsolved mysteries in 
solar physics. The mechanism that transports energy from the photosphere, or below, to 
the corona is unknown, although many candidates have been identified. Coronal heating 
is a very broad area of research and it is not discussed further in this thesis.
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Figure 1.2: Coronal loops observed by the TRACE 171À pass band, on November 6, 1999, at 
02:30 UT. The image has been rotated over +90 degrees. Photo: NASA and the 
TRACE team.
1.2.1 Coronal Loops
X-Ray and EUV images show that the hottest and densest plasma in the corona is con­
centrated in long and thin closed structures called coronal loops. These loops connect 
regions of opposite polarity in the photosphere caWed footpoints, and present a very fine 
structure which can be seen in Figure 1.2.
In the Solar Corona the magnetic Reynolds number (which is the ration of the advect- 
ive and diffusive terms on the induction equation) is very large which means that diffusion 
is negligible. Therefore the highly ionised plasma is frozen-into the magnetic field out­
lining the shape of magnetic field lines. Observed coronal loops indicate that they are 
essentially toroidal in shape and have a constant cross-section along their length. Further­
more, the length is approximately ten times the width and so the aspect ratio is usually 
large. Coronal loop lengths range from tens of Mm to hundreds of Mm, depending on 
where they are located (within one AR, interconnecting two distinct ARs or even in the 
quiet corona). Coronal loops may last for days or weeks, they constantly move and change 
shape, indicating the presence of a very dynamic magnetic field. The three-dimensional 
structure and the dynamics of these loops is an area of active research.
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Figure 1.3: Sequence of six images o f the Sun’s corona, taken over the course o f about three hours, 
showing a coronal mass ejection. Image taken form the archives of the High Altitude 
Observatory (National Centre for Atmospheric Research) and the Solar Maximum  
Mission (NASA).
1.3 Solar Activity
It has long been known that the Sun is neither featureless nor steady, Theophrastus first 
identified sunspots in the year 325 B.C. There is a wide range of studied phenomena, 
such as sunspot cycles, prominence eruptions, solar flares and coronal mass ejections. 
In Chapter 4, the magnetic conditions prior to and after a coronal mass ejection are ex­
amined. Coronal mass ejections are the biggest phenomena detected in the corona and 
they have been getting increasing attention in the past years. The following sections de­
scribe the current knowledge of such phenomena and how it relates to other solar activity.
1.3.1 Coronal Mass Ejections
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are large-scale eruptions from the solar corona, eject­
ing vast amounts of plasma into the solar wind. The nature and cause of CMEs, whilst 
magnetic in nature, are fundamental, unsolved problems.
CMEs involve the eruption of coronal plasma from closed magnetic field regions, such 
as helmet streamers, which can increase in brightness and size for days before erupting as 
a CME. The streamer disappears afterwards, leaving the region with open magnetic field.
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but they differ from the open field regions found in the quiet corona.
Once a mass ejection has erupted, its outward motion may sweep up additional plasma 
and magnetic field from the overlying corona and interplanetary space. The compression 
of this magnetised plasma can, in extreme cases, lead to formation of a magnetohydro- 
dynamic shock.
Figure 1.3 shows an example of a standard type of CME, called loop-like ejection. 
This type of ejection has three different parts, which can be seen in the bottom-middle 
picture: a loop-like front, produced by the distortion of the original helmet streamer, a 
dark low-density cavity, and a bright loop or core of denser material which is believed to 
be the prominence plasma that erupted as part of the mass ejection.
The large spatial scales involved (average width of 45°, which do not change signific­
antly over the cycle) make CMEs one of the biggest phenomena detected in the corona, 
only comparable with large prominences.
There is a large variability in several important characteristics of CMEs:
• Speed: 10 - 2100 km/s. Most mass ejections move in a nearly radial direction 
through the corona; their azimuthal expansion is usually slow and limited. CMEs 
exhibit a differential speed gradient, smoothly varying from the fast leading edge 
to the trailing, interior material as in self-similar expansion.
• Acceleration: ranges over 3 orders of magnitude. It occurs in the low corona; above 
the height of about 2 R© the speeds are relatively constant.
• Mass: 5 x 10^  ^— 5 x 10^ ® Kg.
• Latitude Distribution: The latitude distribution of CMEs depends on the phase of 
the solar cycle. It is very board during solar maximum and around the equator at 
minimum. This variation more closely parallels that of the str eamers and promin­
ences than of active regions, flares or sunspots.
Kinetic Properties of CMEs
Looking at the dynamical properties of CMEs, we find two clearly different types of 
CMEs:
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1. Slow, gradually accelerating, associated with prominence eruptions. They tend to 
be balloon-like with central cores which accelerate more slowly than the leading 
edge. Out of the sky-plane, where they are more influenced by the solai* wind, they 
look like smooth halos which accelerate to a limiting value (at about 3-6 R©) and 
then fade away (disappearing by 20 R©).
2. Fast CMEs with constant speeds (even as far out as 30 R©), associated with flares. 
Out of the sky-plane they have a ragged structure and decelerate.
1.3.2 CMEs and Other Phenomena
CMEs and Sunspots
Hindler (1977) found a relationship between the spatial distribution of mass ejections and 
sunspots, suggesting a temporal relationship between the mass ejection frequency and 
sunspots number variation over the activity cycle. He also estimated the contributions of 
mass ejections to the solar wind at times of high solar activity.
St. Cyr and Webb (1991) found that the 11-year variations in mass ejection frequency 
are also related to the frequencies of flares observed in Ha emissions. They concluded that 
over the long term, there is no class of activity tracer that correlates with CME production 
rate better than any other. This is not surprising if we consider that all these forms of 
activity are related to the evolution of the solai* magnetic field.
CMEs and Prominence Eruptions
One of the most common near surface activities associated with CMEs is the eruption of 
a prominence. Erupting prominences have often been identified as a bright feature in the 
interior of loop-like CMEs. There are many models where prominence eruptions drive 
coronal mass ejections, although there are some facts against this point of view:
1. Many mass ejections, including loop-like ones, are observed without a prominence 
eruption and with no hint of an interior feature in the mass ejection itself.
2. For some recorded cases, the CME has left the corona well before the prominence 
erupted (Wiik et al. (1997)).
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3. In CMEs with an interior prominence, the prominence always moves outwards 
more slowly than the frontal loop of the CME.
4. The dark prominence cavity has a magnetic structure with a very different geometry 
and spatial scale from that of the prominence itself.
CMEs and “Optical” Solar Flares
Solar flares are sudden and violent release of matter and energy within a solar active 
region, driven by magnetic reconnection. It may be the result of the nonlinear evolution 
of an ideal MHD instability.
'‘Optical” Solar Flares are sudden brightenings of a region of the Sun in the visible 
portion of the solar spectrum (usually in Ha emission). Studies of activity associated with 
CMEs have found that these “optical” flai'es occur near the onset and location of only a 
minority of mass ejections.
CMEs occurring with these flares are less common than CMEs that have associated 
prominence eruptions. Most optical flares occur independently of CMEs and even those 
accompanying CMEs may be a secondary consequence rather than a cause of CMEs. 
However, the fastest, most energetic CMEs are usually also associated with surface flares. 
When extrapolating back to near-simultaneous onset of the multiple activities, uncertain­
ties make disentangling cause and effect difficult.
CMEs and Soft X-Ray Flares
Emission of soft X-ray (SXR) and shorter wavelengths has been recognised as a direct 
indication of coronal plasma heating during a solar flare and they are important in the 
study of the thermal aspects and consequences of the flare process.
Statistical association studies indicate that erupting filaments and X-ray events, espe­
cially of long duration, are the most common near-surface activity associated with CMEs. 
Sheeley et al. (1984) first showed that the probability of associating a CME with a SXR 
flare increased linearly with the flare duration, reaching 100% for flare events of duration 
longer than six hours.
Hundhausen (1998), compared mass ejections and soft X-ray emissions to conclude
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that:
1. Intense soft X-ray flares are neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for the 
occurrence of coronal mass ejections.
2. Significant soft X-ray emission, if it does accompany a mass ejection, follows the 
acceleration of mass ejection features and peaks well after the ejection is under 
way.
3. The intensity of any soft X-ray flare that accompanies a mass ejection is not closely 
related to the characteristics of the ejection.
Harrison (1995), suggested that a CME and the associated flare are signatures of the 
same magnetic “disease”, that is, they represent the responses in different parts of the 
magnetic structure, to a particular activity; they do not drive one another but are closely 
related.
1.3.3 CMEs and Sigmoids
Sigmoids are large S-shaped stiuctures often seen in soft X-ray (SXR). Understanding 
their nature is important since active regions showing sigmoids are found to be statistically 
more likely to produce flares and CMEs. The fact that they are more apparent in SXR 
images than in EUV images indicates that sigmoids are hotter features than typically seen 
in EUV.
Sigmoid stinctures aie likely the result of twisted solar magnetic fields; there are two 
distinct possibilities:
1. Sigmoids trace twisted fields within flux tubes.
2. Sigmoids arise on only certain field lines with special topological chaiacteristics. 
These field lines, called separatrix surfaces, are where reconnection can occur and 
enhance SXR emission. This possibility does not explain patterns in the quiet 
corona and in steady-state structures.
There are two main mechanisms for the formation of sigmoidal structures, depending 
on their location. Inside ARs, the main mechanism is believed to be reconnection of smal­
ler flux tubes that emerge from beneath the solar photosphere; while outside ARs, random
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Figure 1.4: Views o f the CME source region for the halo CME of 7 April, 1997 in soft X-rays 
from SXT on Yohkoh. Left image corresponds to the region before the eruption and 
right image after the eruption.
footpoint movement (due to photospheric supergranular motions) and shearing footpoint 
motions (due to rotation and diffusion) generate the twisted magnetic field necessary for 
the formation of sigmoids.
Twisted magnetic structures have long been associated with filament eruption and 
two-ribbon flares. Recently their connection with the ejection of CMEs has received 
increased attention. Based on the observations, Sterling (2000) concluded that:
1. Regions that are sigmoidal in shape prior to the eruption evolve into un-sheared ar­
cades or cusp shapes after the eruption. This is generally called sigmoid-to-arcade 
evolution and the process consists on two steps:
(a) The magnetic field stores energy via helicity, producing an S-shaped sigmoid.
(b) At some point, this sigmoid becomes unstable and erupts, losing some of its 
complexity or even disappearing completely.
An example of this is shown in Figure 1.4.
2. Footpoints of the pre-emption features are different from footpoints of the post­
eruption features.
3. Dimming regions associated with the sigmoid-feature eruptions are seen in both 
SXRs and EUV and the associated mass is an order of magnitude (or more) less 
than of a typical CME. This raises the question of whether the sigmoid regions are 
sources for the entire CME, or only for one portion of the structure.
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1.4 Solar Missions
This thesis will include both theory and observations. Most of the observations used have 
been taking from two space missions: Yohkoh and SOHO, which aie described in the next 
sections.
1.4.1 The Yohkoh Mission
Yohkoh (“Sunbeam” in Japanese) was a satellite dedicated to high-energy observations 
of the Sun, specifically of flares and other coronal disturbances. It was a project of the 
Institute for Space and Astronautical Sciences of Japan, but the observing instruments 
have contributions from United States and the United Kingdom. The Yohkoh mission 
was launched the 30th of August, 1991, from the Kagoshima Space Centre in southern 
Japan. In December 2001, during an solar eclipse, Yohkoh Xo^ i pointing and the batteries 
discharged. This failure put an end to the mission.
The spacecraft carried four different instruments:
The Soft X-ray Telescope (SXT) was a grazing-incidence reflecting telescope in the soft 
X-ray band (3-60 Â), with energies of 0.25-4 Kev. Its time resolution was up to 0.5 
seconds and its spatial resolution was 2.5 arcseconds.
The Hard X-ray Telescope (HXT) was a Fourier synthesis telescope. Images in four 
energy bands (15-24-35-57-100 KeV) were obtained simultaneously with a tem­
poral resolution of 0.5 seconds and a spatial resolution of 5 arcseconds.
The Bragg Crystal Spectrometer (BCS) consisted of four bent-crystal spectrometers 
with position-sensitive proportional counters. It observed the line complexes of 
Fe XXVI, Fe XXV, Ca XIX and S XV. It was designed to study plasma heating and 
dynamics during the impulse phase of solar flares.
The Wide Band Spectrometer (WBS) observed the overall energy release between soft 
X-rays and gamma-rays using three separate instrument packages: the Soft X- 
ray Spectrometer (2-30 KeV), the Hard X-ray Spectrometer (20-400 KeV) and the 
Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (0.2-100 MeV).
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Together these instruments provided the most detailed record obtained of high-energy 
processes in solar flares and in other forms of solar coronal activity. More information on 
Yohkoh can be found in the special edition of Solar Physics, de Jager et al. (1991).
1.4.2 The SOHO Mission
The SOHO (Solar and Heliospheric Observatory) project is being carried out by the 
European Space Agency (ESA) and the United States National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA). Launched on 2nd December, 1995, SOHO is the first satellite 
to provide an unintemipted view of the Sun. This is achieved by operating SOHO from 
a permanent vantage point 1.5 million kilometres sunward of the Earth in a halo orbit 
around the LI Lagrangian point (approximately where the Sun’s and Earth’s gravitational 
pull are equal).
The spacecraft carried twelve different instruments divided into the three principal 
scientific objectives:
1. Study of the solar interior using the techniques of helioseismology:
The Global Oscillations at Low Frequencies (GOLF) aims to study the internal 
structure of the sun by measuring the spectrum of global oscillations in the 
frequency range 10“  ^ — 10“  ^ Hz. Both p (pressure) and g (gravity) mode 
oscillations are investigated, with the emphasis on the low order long period 
waves which penetrate the solar core.
The Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI) consists of a wide-fleld tunable Michel- 
son interferometer which samples the Ni I 676.8 nm line. It provides high 
resolution solar images of the line of sight velocity, line intensity, continuum 
intensity and longitudinal magnetic field of the photosphere. It has a resolu­
tion of 4 arcseconds over the whole disk.
The Variability of Solar Irradiance and Gravity Oscillations (VIRGO) measures 
the total and spectral irradiance and spectral radiance variation of the Sun, its 
polar and equatorial diameters and frequencies, amplitudes and phases of os­
cillation modes in the frequency range of 1 MHz to 8 MHz.
2. Study the heating mechanisms of the solar corona:
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The Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer (CDS) provides diagnostic information re­
garding solar atmosphere plasmas through the detection and analysis of spec­
tral emission lines in the EUV of 150-800 A, which corresponds to temperat­
ures of 104-106K.
The Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT) is able to image the solar trans­
ition region and inner corona in four selected bandpasses in the extreme ul- 
traviolet (EUV): Fe IX/X (171 Â), Fe XII (195 A), Fe XV (284 A) and He II 
(304 A).
The Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO) is a wide-held white 
light and spectrometric coronagraph consisting of three optical systems hav­
ing nested helds of view. Together, they observe the solar corona from just 
above the limb at 1.1 solar radii out to 32 solar radii.
The Solar Ultraviolet Measurements of Emitted Radiation (SUMER) is a UV
telescope equipped with a normal incidence spectrometer to study plasma 
flows, temperatures, densities and wave motions from the upper chromosphere 
to the lower corona. It has a spatial resolution of 1.5 arcseconds, a time resol­
ution of 10 seconds and velocity resolution of 1 km/s.
The Ultraviolet Coronagraph Spectrometer (UVCS) is an occulted telescope that 
provides spectroscopic measurements at ultraviolet wavelengths in the region 
between 1.3 and 10 solar radii. This data is used to obtain the proton velocity 
distribution, proton outflow velocity, electron temperature and O VI, Si XII, 
and Mg X outflow velocities and densities.
3. Investigation of the solar wind and its acceleration processes:
The Charge, Element and Isotope Analysis System (CELIAS) is designed to study 
the composition of the solar wind and of solai' and interplanetary energetic 
particles.
The Comprehensive Suprathermal and Energetic Particle Analyser (COSTEP)
determines the energy distribution for different particle species (protons, he­
lium ions and electrons).
The Energetic and Relativistic Nuclei and Electron experiment (ERNE) records 
the high energy distribution (above 1 MeV/nucleon) of the fast moving streams 
of particles produced by energy eruptions in the solar atmosphere.
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The Solar Wind Anisotropies (SWAN) is devoted to the measurement of large 
scale structures of the solar wind, and in particular the distribution with helio- 
graphic latitude of the solar wind mass flux.
More information on the SOHO mission can be obtained in the special edition of Solar 
Physics, de Jager et al. (1995).
1.4.3 The TRACE Mission
The Transition Region and Coronal Explorer (TRACE) satellite, launched 2 April 1998, is 
a NASA Small Explorer (SMEX) that images the solar photosphere, transition region and 
corona with high spatial and temporal resolution (1 arc second and 1 min respectively).
TRACE contains multilayered optics and a lumogen-coated CCD detector to record 
three EUV wavelengths and several UV wavelengths. It observes plasmas at selected 
temperatures from 6000 K to 10 MK with a typical temporal resolution of less than 1 
min.
More information about TRACE can be found in Handy et al. (1999).
1.5 Outline of this Thesis
This PhD thesis will study the magnetic field in the corona using both theory and obser­
vations.
Chapter 2 summarises the principal ways to extrapolate the photospheric magnetic 
field into the corona. These reconstruction methods have been widely used to compare 
with coronal strutures.
Chapter 3 proposes a quantitative way to compare theoretical coronal magnetic fields 
with observations. It is common, when extrapolating the magnetic field into the corona, 
to have some free parameters which aie necessary to adjust in order to reproduce the 
coronal structures observed. The method suggested in this chapter will return the value of 
the free parameters that provide the best correlation with the observations. This method 
is illustrated with an example using linear force-free field extrapolation and YohkohlSXT 
images.
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Chapter 4 is dedicated to further applications of the above field line fitting method. It 
is divided in three sectons: In Section 4.1, the method discussed in Chapter 3 is used to 
study a complete active region using linear force-free fields before and after an eruption. 
In Section 4.2 the above method is used when two free parameters are needed. Finally, in 
Section 4.3 the field line fitting method is used for a potential field, where the position of 
the footpoints act as the parameters the magnetic field depends on.
Chapter 5 will discuss how linear force-free field compare with other more general 
solutions. It studies two different geometries: Section 5.2 uses azimuthal symmetry while 
Section 5.2 uses translational symmetry.
Finally, Chapter 6 includes a summary of the overall thesis, conclusions and suggested 
future work and lines of improvement.
Chapter 2
Magnetic Extrapolation
Originality consists in returning to the origin. 
- Antonio Gaudi (1852 - 1926).
It is generally assumed that the magnetic pressure in the corona is much larger than the 
plasma pressure (a low (3 plasma), therefore its structure and dynamics are controlled by 
the local magnetic field. Eruptive events, such as flares, coronal mass ejections (CMEs) 
and eruptive prominences are driven by excess energy in the magnetic field. Knowledge 
of the magnetic structure of the corona plays a key role in providing a more complete 
understanding of such events.
Unfortunately, currently and probably also in near future, high quality direct measure­
ments of coronal magnetic field aie not available. As an alternative, many authors have 
modelled the coronal magnetic field by extrapolation from the observed magnetic field at 
the photospheric level.
2.1 How to measure the magnetic field
In the presence of a magnetic field, the atomic energy levels, the transitions between these 
levels, and the associated spectral lines split; the separation between levels is proportional 
to the magnetic field strength. This effect is called the Zeeman effect and can be used to 
measure the strength of the line of sight component of the magnetic field in the pho­
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tosphere. The lines corresponding to Zeeman splitting also exhibit circular polarisation 
effects.
In the presence of a weak magnetic field, when the Zeeman splitting is comparable 
to the natural broadening of the line, the spectral lines are linearly polarised in contrast 
to the circular polarisation associated with the Zeeman effect. This is called the Hanle 
effect. Both Zeeman and Hanle effect combined can be used to obtain all the components 
of the magnetic field. More information about the Hanle effect can be found in Trujillo 
Bueno (2001).
To measure the magnetic field in the Sun, astronomers use magneto grams. These 
instruments consist on an array of tiny detectors that measure the Zeeman and Hanle 
effects at different locations across the photosphere. Linear magnetograms only measure 
the line of sight component of the magnetic field, while vector magnetograms measure 
the three components.
For the photosphere, the magnetically sensitive line has a wavelength of 525.02 nm 
and the above mechanism produces very impressive magnetograms. These magnetograms 
show how the photospheric magnetic field is far from uniform, with nearly all the mag­
netic flux concentrated in patches called active regions, surrounded by almost field free 
areas.
Unfortunately, for the corona, the magnetically sensitive lines are very faint and they 
have only occasionally been observed (e.g.. House (1977); Arnaud and Newkirk (1987); 
Judge (1998)). To complement this, the new topic of coronal seismology can provide 
some information about the coronal magnetic field based on a detailed knowledge of 
the MHD waves modes (e.g. Roberts et al. (1984), Nakariakov and Ofman (2001), De 
Moortel and Hood (2000)). Although there has been new developments on the subject 
(Judge et al. (2001)) high quality direct measurements of the coronal magnetic field are 
not available.
2.2 Force-free Models
In astrophysical situations, the magnetic field is force-free when it is embedded in a tenu­
ous compressible medium of high electrical conductivity such that the field energy far 
exceeds the kinetic or thermal energy of the medium. The force-free condition is a direct
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dynamic consequence, and resistive diffusion can only take the magnetic field from one 
force-free configuration to another.
The momentum conservation equation in MHD is:
D vp - j^  =  -V p -l- j X B +  pg, (2.1)
where v is the plasma velocity field, p is the plasma density, p is the plasma pressure, j is 
the current density, B is the magnetic field and g is the gravity field. For the solar corona 
velocities are considerably smaller than the Alfvén speed which make the left hand side 
of Equation (2.1) negligible. If the height of the region of interest is much less than the 
scale-height and the ratio
0 =  (2.2)
is much less than unity, then the magnetic field dominates over pressure and gravity and 
can be assumed to be force-free (for another point of view see Gary (2001)). Thus the 
magnetic force cancels:
j  X B =  0. (2.3)
Since
j =  — V X B, (2.4)po
the above condition reduces to
V X B =  a(r)B , (2.5)
where a  is constant along the field lines but may depend on the position.
Depending on the assumptions imposed on a  there are three main force-free models. 
For the potential field case, the parameter a vanishes and no magnetic current is present.
a  is considered constant for the linear force-free field case. Finally, the most general case
is the non-linear force-free field, where a  varies with the position. These three models 
will be explained in the following sections.
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2.2.1 Potential Force-Free Field
This is the simplest model. It is also known as current-free field since no current is 
allowed. Under this assumption, the magnetic field should follow the following equations:
)< 13 =  0, (2.6)
V . B =  0. (2.7)
This potential assumption is very limited. In the high corona the solar wind distorts the 
magnetic field making the potential approximation unrealistic. In the chromosphere and 
lower corona, where mechanical energy is dissipated, large gradients of temperature and 
density may well generate electric currents (which in some instance can be considerable).
The biggest advantage of this model is that it is a well defined boundary value prob­
lem, where the Laplace equation has to be solved using Neumann boundary conditions.
Therefore, the solution obtained, given the appropriate boundary conditions, will be 
unique.
Schmidt (1964) obtained the potential magnetic field above a limited photospheric 
region. S', assuming that the magnetic field component normal to the boundary plane is 
known inside S' and vanishes everywhere else. The magnetic field will be
13 == (2.8)
where
is the scalar potential. Although this is a mathematical rigourous solution for the current- 
free magnetic field above an infinite plane provided that the normal component of the 
magnetic field at the plane is everywhere specified, in practise, for a finite domain, the 
above expression for the magnetic field is reasonably correct as far as the contribution 
to the integral outside the magnetogram can be neglected and the magnetic field tends to 
zero faster than 1/r^-^ as z tends to infinity. Semel (1967) generalised the above result 
when an arbitrary component of the magnetic field is specified.
Schatten et al. (1969) and Altschuler and Newkirk (1969) computed the potential 
field in the full volume between the photosphere and a surface at some radial distance Rs 
(approximately 1.67?© for Schatten et al. (1969) and 2.677© for Altschuler and Newkirk
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(1969)). The assumption that the field becomes radial, thereby simulating the effects of 
the solai' wind, provides the boundary condition at r  — Rg. The surface r  =  77s is often 
called source surface since it serves as a source for the interplanetary magnetic field, and 
it is where currents in the corona cancel the transverse magnetic field. This source surface 
model is widely used to study solar wind, interplanetary magnetic field and coronal holes 
but it is not able to reproduce observations for middle and high latitudes structures (such 
as polar plums or coronal streamers). A more advanced approach introduced by Schatten 
(1971) and Zhao and Hoeksema (1994), includes current sheets between the oppositely 
directed open field lines.
2.2.2 Linear Force-Free Field
Though not generically observed, linear force-free field models provide an easy math­
ematical formulation to go beyond the potential field and allow studies of the simplest 
force-free fields.
Low (1973) stated that the linear force-free field is the only possibility for the mag­
netic field to remain force-free, whilst undergoing resistive diffusion in a static medium.
The magnetic energy of a linear force-free field is larger than the potential case, but 
linear force-free fields can not rapidly relax to potential due to the conservation of the 
magnetic helicity (see Berger (1984)). Both potential and linear force-free fields have no 
free energy, which can be released during an eruption related to ideal or resistive MHD- 
instabilities. Therefore they are poor approximations to ARs prior to an eruption.
In fact, the linear force-free field is the minimum energy state with a given total heli­
city (see Taylor (1974) and Woltjer (1958)). Therefore, if tlie helicity is conserved, plas­
mas loosing energy to fluid viscosity, may evolve towards the constant-a field. Although, 
most linear force-free configurations are topologically inaccessible given only ideal mo­
tions, reconnection can remove all topological constrains other than the total helicity con­
servation. Lothian and Browning (1995) considered the linear force-free field as a limit 
the magnetic field relaxes towards through localised reconnections, conserving helicity 
but converting free magnetic energy into thermal energy.
With the line of sight magnetogram, the linear force-free problem is ill posed, which 
means that the solution is not unique (Chiu and Hilton (1977), Seehafer (1978)). Also, 
the solution will have a  as a free parameter that needs to be adjusted. In fact, the possible
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values a  can assume are always limited within a certain range.
Constant a  force-free fields have to be constrained to finite aieas. Seehafer (1978) 
calculated the magnetic field for the full volume around the Sun, given one component of 
the field in the photosphere. He found that the magnetic energy is not finite in this system 
and concluded that the extension of a global scale linear force-free field to infinity neither 
has a physical meaning nor provides a mathematically unique boundary value problem.
For the linear force-free field case, Equation (2.5) reduces to the Helmholtz equation
(V  ^+  a ^ )B =0 .  (2.10)
The main methods to solve this equation are described in the sections below.
Fourier Series
Nakagawa and Raadu (1972) obtained the magnetic field above the centre of the disk, 
given the line of sight magnetogram in the photosphere. The magnetic energy and the 
twist increases with the value of a. The parameter a  is constrained by |a | < 27t/L, where 
L  is the dimension of the magnetogram. Alissandrakis (1981) obtained the magnetic field 
above anywhere in the solar disk, given the longitudinal component of the magnetic field 
in the photosphere.
This method is more computationally efficient but it carries some disadvantages. The 
Fourier transform performed on a rectangular plane with the solutions being periodic. 
When using real data, it has to be placed in a computational grid and aliasing effects 
may arise, which consist of the distortion of the magnetic field at the edges of the ob­
served regions. To mitigate this effect one solution consists on increasing the size of the 
computational box, but it produces a reduction in the possible values of a.
Green’s Functions
Chiu and Hilton (1977) studied the boundary value problem of constant a  force-free field 
in Cartesian geometry. They expressed the magnetic field in terms of the Green’s function:
1 poo poo
B {x ,y ,z )  = — J  j  G{x -  x ',y  -  y ',z)B^{x',ij\0)dx'dy'
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1  poo poo
-f —  I  / G{x — x ',y  — y ', z)H {x',y ')dx'dy', (2.11)
J  —oo J  —oo
where H{x, y) is any finite integrable function of the source coordinates, G is the Green’s 
function and G is the “complementary” Green’s function necessary to make Equation 
(2.11) a general solution for the magnetic field. The expression of both Green’s function 
and how they are obtained is included in Appendix A.
Petrie and Lothian (2003) studied the effect of including the complementary Green’s 
function. Choosing H{x,y)  — bBz{x,y),  where 6 is a real parameter, some simple sys­
tems of two and four sources where studied. When b has the same sign as a, the field 
tends to acquire additional twist. Conversely, when b and a  have opposite signs, the twist 
decreases as b increases and can eventually be reversed. When studying the connectivity 
of different systems, they concluded that, the effect of b depends on the topological sta­
bility of the system and is less straightforward than the familiar response to varying a, 
but both parameters have comparable effects.
Chiu and Hilton (1977) studied the field for sets of 2-7 point sources. When a 0 
the field lines acquire twist or “swirls” whose sense is reversed when the sign of a  is 
reversed. As a  increases, some field lines will wander quite far away of the region of 
interest, carrying large amounts of twist. This can be interpreted as developed forms 
of the Kruskal-Shafranov instability, which is a kink instability produced when the ratio 
between Be and B^ exceeds a certain aspect ratio, 27raL for a plasma column, or R q/ a 
for toroidal devices (see Kruskal and Schwarzschild (1954) and Shafranov (1956)).
Seehafer (1978) obtained the linear force-free magnetic field for a semi-infinite column 
(0 < X < Lx,0 < y < Lij,0 < z < oo), knowing Bz at the photosphere (z — 0) and 
imposing that \Bz\ vanishes at the boundaiies {x =  0,x =  L^^y =  0,y ~  L y) .
Semel (1988) generalised the solution given by Chiu and Hilton (1977) to the oblique 
case.
Bessel’s Function
Schatzman (1965) obtained a solution of the linear force-free equation for axial sym­
metry in terms of the Bessel functions, assuming an exponential decrease of the field with 
height. Nakagawa et al. (1971) generalised this solution as an expansion in terms of the
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Bessel functions. They concluded that the obtained solution can reproduce some of the 
topological characteristics of the magnetic field in filaments and chromospheric fibrils 
near sunspots.
2.2.3 Non-Linear Force-Free Field
The use of non-linear fields is essential to understand eruptive phenomena, as there are 
both observational and theoretical reasons which suggest that the pre-eruptive magnetic 
fields are non-linear force-free. Linear force-free field minimises the magnetic energy 
under the assumption of global helicity conservation, therefore if helicity conservation 
holds for a coronal eruption, a linear force-free field would not be able to provide the ne­
cessary energy. Also, since non-linear force-free field takes into account the existence of 
localised electric currents, it is more suitable to determine the 3D magnetic configuration 
of ARs with complex topology.
If the parameter a is allowed to vary between field lines, the normal component of 
the magnetic field is insufficient as the boundary condition to solve Equation (2.5). To 
properly formulate the problem, it is necessary to supply all three components of the 
magnetic field. Unfortunately, vector magnetograms carry high uncertainties.
Non-linear force-free fields do not need to be constrained to a finite domain. Aly 
(1984) considered some general properties of three-dimensional, force-free fields in an 
infinite domain, D.  If the magnetic field decays to zero sufficiently fast and the normal 
component is fixed on the boundary, the magnetic energy cannot be made arbitrary large. 
Therefore Wo < W f f  < ^ open \ where Wq is the energy of the potential field, W f f  is 
the energy of the force-free field and W o p e n  is the energy of the open field.
Several methods to approach the non linear force-free field problem are discussed in 
the following sections.
Integrating from the Photosphere
The force-free equation can be reformulated in such away that the vector magnetogram is 
integrated upwards into the corona. Knowing the magnetic field at some height z = zq, 
the magnetic field at a slightly higher level z =  zq + dz is computed using only the 
assumption that the intervening field is force-free. This method has been used by Wu
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et al. (1990) and Amari et al. (1997). Unfortunately this system presents an ill posed 
problem, and slight errors in the computed magnetic field at one level grow exponentially 
with height. Although attempts have been made to regularise the method, the solution is 
limited to low heights only.
Grad-Rubin Method
This method was first introduced by Grad and Rubin (1958) and Sakurai (1981). The 
vertical component of the magnetic field and the distiibution of a  over an area of positive 
polarity in the photosphere is needed. From an initial potential field, an electric current is 
induced over the field lines emanating from the positive flux. The new non potential field 
will produce a new set of field lines and the current can be induced again. The method is 
iterated until the field lines do not change considerably. This scheme converges when a 
is sufficiently small, but it appears to break down for highly non-potential coronal fields. 
This method has also been used by Amari et al. (1997), Amari and Luciani (1999) and 
Amari et al. (1999).
MHD-Relaxation Methods
This scheme was introduced by Chodura and Schlueter (1981). Starting with a suitable 
magnetic field which is not in equilibrium, the system is let to relax into a force-free state. 
The difficulty is that it cannot be guaranteed that for the boundary conditions imposed 
and for a given initial magnetic field, a smooth force-free equilibrium exists to which the 
system can relax. Special care has to be taken in choosing the initial magnetic field, which 
limits the applicability of this relaxation method.
Roumeliotis (1996) proposed a “stress-and-relax” method for reconstructing the coronal 
magnetic field from vector magnetogram data. The initial magnetic field is the unique po­
tential solution whose normal component at the photosphere coincide with the magneto­
gram data. This initial magnetic field undergoes alternating stressing and relaxing phases. 
In the stressing phase, the vector potential in the interior of the computational box is held 
fixed while the lower boundary is adjusted to better reproduced the observed transversed 
field. In the relaxation phase, the vector potential at the lower boundary is fixed while 
the magnetic field inside the computational box is allowed to relax to a nearby force-free 
configuration. The process is iterated until the difference between the lower boundary
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and the magnetogram data is minimised.
Optimisation Method
This method was introduced by Wheatland et al. (2000). The optimisation method con­
sists of minimising a functional containing a quadratic form of the force balance and the 
solenoidal condition. The magnetic field is not necessarily solenoidal during the compu­
tation, but it will be divergence-fiee if the optimal state is reached (thus, the functional 
vanishes). The problem is that it cannot be guaranteed that this optimal state is indeed 
reached for a given initial field and boundary conditions.
This optimisation method only needs vector magnetograms and not the a-photospheric 
distribution. The disadvantage is that it requires boundary conditions on all boundaries of 
the computational box. Wiegelmann (2004) deals with tliis problem by using a weighting 
function inside the functional so the solution is less dependent on the unknown boundar­
ies, which are on the top and the sides of the computational box.
2.3 Non Force-Free Models
These model includes plasma pressure and gravity. They are needed when j3 is finite, 
such as in places like helmet streamers. In this case, the full magnetohydrostatic (MHS) 
equations are taken into account. Using the MHS approximation is justified when it is in­
tended to study the state of the medium or relatively slowly evolving macroscopic plasma 
processes. Because of the non-linearity of the MHS equations, the problem of seeking 
all solutions is extremely complicated. Several approaches to constructing self-consistent 
MHS models are known to date, which permit analytic solutions to be determined. These 
approaches are based on some not fundamentally differing preliminary assumptions con­
cerning the way in which the solutions behave.
Low (1985) showed that, if the electric current is assumed to flow perpendicular to 
gravity everywhere, the MHS equilibrium problem for atmospheres can be simplified to 
one of solving a single non-linear scalar partial differential equation. This horizontal 
current model may be most appropriately used to globally extrapolate the observed pho­
tospheric field into the corona near the solar minimum phase. Further horizontal current 
studies include Zhao and Hoeksema (1993), Zhao and Hoeksema (1994), Zhao et al.
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(2000) and Petrie and Neukirch (2000).
Wiegelmann and Inhester (2003) showed that the information contained in a vector 
magnetogram together with a tomographic reconstructed coronal density distribution and 
the assumption of magnetohydrostatic force balance is sufficient to calculate the finite 
(3 coronal magnetic field. Unfortunately, both cuiTent vector magnetograms and tomo­
graphic reconstruction carry a considerable error, which make this method very hard to 
used with real data.
Chapter 3 
Magnetic Field Line Fitting of 
Observed Coronal Loops
Never send a human to do a machine’s job.
- Agent Smith in the motion picture “The Matrix” (1999)
3.1 Introduction
Present observations of coronal loops can be divided into two classes, namely those ob­
served above the solar disk and those observed above the limb. Although the loops above 
the solar disk are genuinely three dimensional structures, their observations in soft X- 
rays and EUV provide images that are projected onto the disk and so only provide two 
dimensional information. Essentially, detailed information about the height is lost.
These restrictions will be removed by the NASA’s Solar TErrestrial RElations Obser­
vatory (STEREO) mission, which will use two identically equipped spacecraft to provide 
3D imaging of the Sun.
However, until that time, two-dimensional information is all that is available. Aschwanden 
et al. (1999) have developed a method of dynamic stereoscopy to reconstruct the three- 
dimensional geometry of loops, where the solar rotation is used to vary the aspect angle 
of otherwise static structures. This method assumes that the loops do not change signific-
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antly in time.
As discussed in Section 2.1, the coronal field is largely unknown, and the only method 
to deduce the magnetic structure of the corona is to use theoretical models to extrapolate 
it from magnetic field data in the photosphere.
Magnetograms of the ai'ea can provide a boundary condition for the magnetic field in 
the photosphere. Using the magnetograms as boundary conditions, the coronal magnetic 
field can be extrapolated. For many magnetic field models, the coronal magnetic field 
will depend on one or more parameters whose values may be unknown.
Because of the small value of magnetic resistivity (or equivalently, the lai*ge value of 
the magnetic Reynolds number, R„J, the magnetic field and the plasma are “frozen-in” to­
gether. The negligible perpendiculai* thermal conduction means that heat rapidly spreads 
along the field but cannot diffuse across the field. Thus, neighbouring field lines can have 
a very different temperature. Hence, it is thought that the enhanced intensity outlines 
the local magnetic field in coronal loops (e.g. Zirin (1971), Frazier (1972), Poletto et al. 
(1975) and Levine (1976)),
Magnetic extrapolation has been used in many other studies. For example, Tang et al. 
(2000) studied a brightening event that occurred on 18 May 1994. They used Yohkoh 
soft X-ray images,vector magnetograms and Ha filtergrams and produced a magnetic 
extrapolation using a linear fbrce-fiee field. The fit to the observations was produced by 
trial and error.
van Driel-Gesztelyi et al. (2000) studied two sigmoid events (on 25 October 1994 and 
14 October 1995) and both were related to the onset of CMEs. Stokes vector magneto­
grams, from Mees Observatory, were matched to Yohkoh soft X-ray images using a linear 
force-free field. The method of construction is not specified.
Régnier and Amaii (2001) and Régnier et al. (2002) studied the active region NO A A 
8151 (11-13 February, 1998) in which a filament eruption is linked to the disappearance 
of a sigmoidal structure. Observational data was taken from Yohkoh soft X-ray images 
and vector magnetograms (from Mees Observatory) and a nonlinear force-free field using 
a vector potential, Grad-Rubin-like method was calculated numerically.
In order to fit the loops observed with extrapolated field lines, it is necessary to find 
the best value of the parameters that define the magnetic field (for example, a  in the linear 
force-free case). The method that is most often used is to choose a value of the parameters.
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plot some field lines and compare them “by eye” with the shape of the observed loops. 
If they do not look similar, another value for the parameters is chosen until a “similai*” 
shape is found.
In this chapter the efficiency of this method is questioned. What makes one fit better 
than another? In some cases, a slight change of the parameters does not change the field 
line profile significantly, so no firm conclusions can be drawn about which is the best 
approximation. Also, the selection of which field lines to plot will have a bearing on the 
result. Are the selected field lines characteristic of the magnetic field? Furthermore, fitting 
a two-dimensional image to a 3D magnetic field calculation introduces an additional free 
paiameter that has to be determined, namely the height of the field lines.
For these reasons, it is necessary to produce a more quantitative than a qualitative 
method to measure just how accurate the magnetic field extrapolation is. A possible 
solution to this problem is presented in this chapter. Section 3.2 describes the general 
method and Section 3.3 illustrates its use for the particular case of a linear force-free field 
(although the method can be used for any model that describes the magnetic field using a 
set of parameters).
Some effort in this direction has been introduced by Wiegelmann and Neukirch (2002). 
They presented a similar method but for three-dimensional structures, that will be applied 
to data from the SECCHI instrument aboard the STEREO mission.
3.2 Method of Approach
The method is split into several steps and a more detailed description of each step will be 
presented in Section 3.3 in the form of an example. While certain parts of the procedure 
can be automated, there are other sections that currently require human decisions.
Step 1. Co-align the magnetic data (e.g., from SOHO/MDI) and the loop image (e.g.. 
X-ray from YohkohtSKT, or EUV from SOHO/EIT or TRACE, or Ho, from the 
Solar Flare Telescope at the NAOJ): In general, photospheric magnetograms and 
loop images are taken from different instruments (therefore different positions) 
and not necessarily at the same time. For these reasons it is necessary to align 
both observations so that they are looking at the same area. An IDE routine was 
designed to deal with this, it basically clips and derotates a map structure to a
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Figure 3.1: (a) SOHO/MDI magnetogram and (b) YohkohlSXT image o f the full disk. The mag­
netogram has been derotated to compensate form the different time and relative posi­
tion respect ihç^YohkohlSXT image.
region and time specified as an input. An example of this can be seen in Figure
3.1. This step will be less accurate as the difference in time becomes larger, 
therefore it is convenient to select image and magnetograms as simultaneous as 
possible.
Step 2. Identify the loop and its footpoint areas: The loop is identified in the intensity 
image and care should be taken to select a loop that does not have any other 
loops crossing either in front or behind it. In addition, it is essential that, to 
some degree, the complete loop can be seen. The footpoints are taken as the ends 
of the loop in the intensity, unless there is a dominant polarity source seen in the 
magnetograms. For simplicity, each footpoint area is a circle defined by its centre 
and radius, although a more complex definition could be applied. The value of 
the centre and radius is chosen so the entire end of the loop is included on it (or 
the entire source in the magnetogram). An example of this can be seen in Figure
3.2. The blue circles show the selected footpoints in both the magnetogram and 
the SXT image.
Step 3. Select a value for the magnetic field parameter, a\ At this stage, a is simply 
an adjustable parameter or set of parameters in the magnetic field model. For 
the force-free assumption, q describes the non-potential nature of the field. In 
general though, a  can be a (many) parameter(s) in the magnetic field model and 
the method is not restricted to linear force-free fields.
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Figure 3.2: (a) SOHO/MDI magnetogram and (b) YohkohlSXT image of the selected AR. Both 
footpoint areas (blue circles) are selected.
Figure 3.3: Four simulated field lines beginning at the starting footpoint area are shown. Accept­
able field lines (light blue) and unacceptable field lines (dark blue) are shown.
Step 4. Calculate a set of field lines: The starting points for the field line calculations are 
spread over both footpoint areas. Each field line equation is integrated, from a 
starting point until the field line either returns to the photosphere or leaves the 
region of interest. If a field line starts in one of the footpoint areas and ends 
inside the other, it is accepted, otherwise it is rejected. Consequently, only the 
field lines that go from one footpoint area to the other will be used. This is 
illustrated in Figure 3.3, where four simulated field lines are plotted over the loop 
image, the selected field lines (light blue) will always connect both footpoint 
areas. However, while the end points may be correct, the shape of the field lines 
may be entirely different from the shape of the loop. It is the object of this chapter






Figure 3.4: (a) The original field line in photospheric coordinates, (b) The straightened out field 
line acts as a coordinate measuring the distance from one footpoint. (c) The intensity 
normal to this line is shown.
to determine the quality of the field line fit, by calculating a measure of how well 
the field lines fit the observations.
Step 5. For each field line, calculate the deviation between the field line and the observed 
intensity pattern, Q (a): This method is illustrated in Figure 3.4. A two dimen­
sional coordinate system is chosen that uses the distance along the field line as 
one of the coordinates and the distance perpendicular to the field line as the other ( 
shown in Figure 3.4(b)). In this manner the field line is ‘uncurled’ or straightened 
out. The effect is to give, at each location, j ,  along the loop, an intensity variation 
perpendicular to the field, lj{N),  where N  is the perpendicular normal coordin­
ate (shown in Figure 3.4(c)). This intensity profile is fitted by a Gaussian and the 
maximum of the Gaussian is taken as the location of the loop. This will occur 
at =  Nmax,j- If ^maxj = 0, then the loop and the field line are at the same 
location. In general, Nmaxj ^  0 so that there is a discrepancy between the loop 
location and the field line. The standaid deviation, Q (a), of this difference is 
calculated. For the fth field line this is given by
(3.1)
where M is the number of locations along the S coordinate.
Step 6. Calculate the overall deviation for the chosen value of a, C{q ): The value of 
Ci{a), will vary from field line to field line. These deviations must be combined 
to give a measure C{q ) for a specific value of a. In this study, both the average 
and the minimum values of Ci{a) will be calculated and compared. However,
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more complex statistical methods could easily be used instead.
Step 7. Repeat the procedure for different values of a. The value of a  that gives the 
overall global minimum of C  provides the best fit to that particular observed 
loop.
3.3 Application to linear force-free coronal loops
The procedure is illustrated using an example to fit linear force-free fields to YohkohlSXT 
images of coronal loops. In this case the parameter a  is the linear force-free constant 
determining the amount of non-potential current in the system.
The linear force-free field case has already been discussed in Section 2.2.2. It is 
likely that the actual coronal magnetic field will not be a linear force-free field but this 
approximation provides a simple illustration of the proposed field line fitting method.
Assuming that the region of study is near the disk centre, and ignoring the photo­
spheric curvature, a Cartesian system of coordinates is used. In Appendix A the magnetic 
field is obtained in terms of the Green’s function for Cartesian coordinates.
For the purpose of this study, the arbitrary function H{x, y) of Equation (2.11) is set 
equal to zero everywhere. The assumption that varying the choice of a  gives sufficient 
freedom to obtain a qualitative match to the real field is often made in the literature (e.g., 
Lothian and Browning (1995)), and it is equivalent to setting dB^jdz  — 0 everywhere on 
the boundary except at the sources of B, where it is fixed by the strength of the source.
The magnetic field is calculated by numerical integration over at the simplest level: 
summation of blocks, where each pixel in the magnetogram is a point source (delta func­
tion). Also, the field lines have been calculated in parallel using a fourth-order Runge- 
Kutta scheme with an adaptive stepsize algorithm. More information about this method 
can be found in Appendix B.
The data used in this example corresponds to an AR studied by Glover et al. (2001) 
during three consecutive rotations. During the first and the second rotations (March and 
April), it dominated activity on the disk. During its third rotation two CMEs took place. 
This study has been done prior to the first CME during the third rotation.
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Figure 3.5: (a) The original SXT image and a superimposed acceptable field line, (b) The ‘un­
curled’ field line and the transformed SXT image, (c) The transverse intensity profile 
and Gaussian fit at a chord located at S = 18, as shown in (b). (d) The difference 
between the field line and the intensity as a function of the distance along the loop. 
All the lengths on these plots (such as X, Y, S and N) are specified in pixels o f the 
SXT image. Each pixel has a width of 7.13 Mm.
Figure 3.2 shows the entire active region and the co-aligned magnetogram of the re­
gion of interest. The example will concentrate only in the upper loop of the structure; the 
foot point areas are indicated in the figure as blue circles.
As discussed in Section 3.2, each of the acceptable field lines is ‘straightened’ out 
along with the corresponding SXT image (Figure 3.5), and a measure of the deviation, 
C, between the field line and the image is calculated. In this example, 330 field lines 
(acceptable and unacceptable) were calculated for each value of a; their starting points 
were spread evenly through both footpoint areas. For the field line shown in Figure 3.5 
the value of C is 4.26 Mm, while the value of q is 0.016 M m "'.
Finally, the value of a  that provides the best fit is estimated. Figure 3.6 shows C{a), 
for Q  G [5,25] X 10"^ Mm"', plotting both the average and the minimum of C for 
all acceptable field lines. For q less than 8.74 x 10"^ Mm"' and greater than 21.15 x 
10"3 Mm"', there are no field lines that finished in the target area.
Although the variation of C is similar when considering either the minimum or the
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Figure 3.6: The variation of C with the value of a , showing both, the average (Cavr) and the 
minimum (O m in )  values for all field lines. The error o f C a v r  is calculated as the mean 
absolute deviation.
average of all the field lines, Cavr fluctuates slightly near the minimum. This makes 
difficult to discern which value of q minimises C. It is only possible to conclude that the 
value of a  should be somewhere between 0.015Mm“  ^ and 0.017Mm“ \  The result for q 
will then be 0.016 ±  0.001 M m ^\ For such an a, Cmin 
Mm.
2.80 Mm and Cavr ~  8.35
The error of the parameter a has been estimated according to the width of the plot of 
Cmin and Cavr around their minimums. Therefore, the smaller the general slope of C{a) 
its minimum, the bigger the error in a. This will be the general approach for now on. A 
more rigourous estimation could be to consider the error as the amount q needs to vary 
to produce an increment on C of a certain percentage.
For the value of a  estimated with this method, some field lines have been plotted and 
compared with the SXT observed structures in Figure 3.7.
3.3.1 The footpoint positions for different values of a
It is interesting to notice how the footpoint position changes for different values of the 
parameter a. Figure 3.8 shows this effect. For each field line, its endpoints are traced. If
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Figure 3.7; For the obtained value of a ,  a set o f field lines has been plotted on top o f the 
Yohkoh/SXT image ((a) and (b)) and the SOHO/MDI magnetogram ((c) and (d)).
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Figure 3.8: Variation of the footpoints as the parameter a  changes. Blue and red dots correspond 
to the first and last point of the selected field lines while green and orange dots are the 
endpoints of the discarded field lines.
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a field line connects both footpoint areas is selected and its first and last points are plotted 
as a blue and a red dot respectively. If the field line does not connect both footpoint areas 
it is discarded and its end point is plotted as a green dot if it started on the left footpoint 
(with main negative polarity) and as a orange dot if it started on the right footpoint (with 
main positive polarity).
It is interesting to see what the effect of a  is in the location of all the endpoints. For 
small values of a  the end points of the discarded field lines are located in the sources well 
outside the footpoints. When a  is bigger the increase of the twist causes the end points to 
concentrate in the area between both footpoints.
On the other hand, the end points of the selected field lines, with the right connectivity, 
concentrate in a thin ribbon-like area all across each foot point. This “ribbon” of points 
varies drastically with a, moving south for the negative footpoint and north for the posit­
ive one. When a  is close to optimum (the value that best reproduces the observations) the 
endpoints sit on top of the bigger magnetic sources in each footpoint (this effect is more 
dramatic for the negative source).
3.4 Some comments about this Method
The method described in Section 3.2 and applied in Section 3.3 has several limitations. 
Some of those can be solved by improving some of the steps.
Observations (both magnetogram and image) should be chosen as simultaneous as 
possible, to reduce errors in Step 1. Also the method will be more accurate when the 
structures are closer to the disk centre.
In Step 2, it is assumed than the studied structure is isolated and that both footpoints 
are included. These assumptions make the rest of the method a lot easier, but there are 
ways around this problem. If the studied loop is not isolated, the image can be manipu­
lated to eliminate the extra features, although this procedure should be done with a lot of 
caution. One way of doing this could be to identify the area of the loop to study (using a 
contour plot, for example) and remove every emission outside this area. This procedure 
can not always be easily done.
The advantage of starting the field lines from the footpoints is that the height can be
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Figure 3.9: Both (a) C„,yr and (b) Cmin for the three different methods of fitting the intensity 
pattern: The Gaussian fit and the quadratic fit around the biggest and the closest max­
imum.
easily estimated (e.g. just above the photosphere) in these areas. If the footpoints are not 
included in the image, field lines may be started further along the loop at some coronal 
height. The problem is that this height will be an extra free parameter to fit which will 
result in a longer computational time. Also, the way field lines are selected in Step 4 
would have to be reconsidered.
Step 5 is the key of the entire method. A way to estimate quantitatively how well 
the theoretical field lines reproduce the observed structure is elaborated. The way the 
coordinates are straightened around the field line is done just to simplify the next move, 
where the intensity is fitted to a Gaussian.To test how much the method depends on this 
particular choice, other approaches were tested. Instead of a Gaussian, a quadratic expres­
sion can be fitted to the points around either the biggest maximum in the list or the closest 
maximum (the latter might be better when there is more than one loop in the area). The 
results obtained are compared to the Gaussian fit results in Figure 3.9. The overall result 
does not depend heavily on the function chosen for the fit, in fact there is a discernible 
difference only in Cmin- The reason for this behaviour is as follows. Since this step is 
repeated for each point of each field line, when the field lines are sufficiently long then 
the fluctuation in each point cancel out when the overall value is calculated.
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3.4.1 About Computational Time
All the routines included in this chapter have been implemented in IDL. Although IDL 
is very convenient for showing results and produce graphs, it is not the best choice for 
computationally intensive calculations. The computational time necessary to produce a 
result like the one discussed in Section 3.3 currently depends on several parameters:
• The number of field lines necessary to produce a realistic fit. The higher number of 
field lines the better the method will work, but it will make the computational time 
larger.
• The number of different values of a  to study. Same as before, the smaller the 
step between values, the smaller the error bound in a, but this can become very 
computationally expensive.
• The resolution of the magnetogram. Since each pixel in the magnetogram translates 
as one term in the numerical integration of Bz, the higher the resolution of the mag­
netogram, the slower it becomes to calculate the magnetic field. Since the magnetic 
field has to be calculated a considerable number of times during the integration of 
each field line, the magnetogram resolution can become quite restrictive.
The second and third restrictions above can be made more efficient as follows. The 
time restrictions for the possible values of a  can be improved by making the study in two 
steps. Firstly doing a sampling to get an estimation of where the minimum would be, 
afterwards a fine grid can be made around the areas where C  reaches its smallest.
The restrictions in the resolution of the magnetogram can be improved by setting the 
pixels of the magnetogram below a certain noise threshold to 0, therefore not including 
these points in the calculation.
At the present the computational time is quite long, taking around two weeks to com­
pute the necessary field lines to reproduce the result in Section 3.3. Most of this time is 
spent calculating the field lines for all the cases. If the field line calculation is done using 
a more efficient programming language (like Fortran), the overall computational time can 
be reduced considerably.
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3.5 Discussion and Concinsions
This chapter has presented a simple technique for optimising the fit of a theoretical 
coronal magnetic field model to X-ray (or other coronal) observations. The method 
provides a set procedure for fitting the magnetic field in an objective manner, remov­
ing the subjective nature of previous methods that simply pick field lines that are similar 
in shape to an observed coronal loop. Here a collection of magnetic field lines are fit­
ted by minimising the deviation between them and the intensity pattern, rather than just 
picking one field line and fitting it by eye.
There are seven steps in the procedure and these are described in Section 3.2. Step 
one consists of a proper alignment between magnetograms and coronal images.
The user has important decisions to make in step two. Here the endpoints of the 
coronal loop are identified by eye, from either the ends of the coronal emission or from 
dominant polarity sources in magnetograms. These footpoints are individually modelled 
by circles, whose centre and radii must be given. This step can be automated using 
advanced feature recognition techniques.
The remaining steps are essentially automated. The accuracy of a  depends on its 
range and stepsize (5a;), bearing in mind that some values of a may produce no acceptable 
field lines.
The calculation of the field lines in step four, starting from the one of the photospheric 
footpoints, depends on the particular theoretical model being used. However, enough field 
lines must be calculated to be representative of the flux connectivity of the footpoints. Al­
though the fitting procedure applies to any theoretical magnetic field model, the constant 
a  solution is used here. It is determined as an analytical expression in terms of a Green’s 
function solution.
Step five is the key to the field line fitting technique. A particular acceptable field 
line is selected and a coordinate system based on the distance along and perpendicular to 
this field line is constructed. The coronal image is then transformed into this coordinate 
system and the position of the coronal loop, in terms of the maximum of the coronal emis­
sion, is deduced. The position of the coronal loop is obtained by fitting a Gaussian curve 
to the coronal intensity. The square of the perpendicular distance, N" ,^ gives a measure of 
the disparity of the fit at a particular distance along the loop. The total deviation, Ci{a),
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for this particular field line is calculated by summing the differences at each location. 
This is repeated for all the other acceptable field lines.
In step six, either the average of C  over the acceptable field lines or the minimum C 
is selected for each value of a.
Finally, step seven repeats the above for different values of a  and the best fit is given 
by the value of a that provides the global minimum C.
The method has been illustrated by using the example of a constant a , linear force free 
field. The only free parameter in this case is a  and it is adjusted to minimise the standard 
deviation between the observed and calculated field lines. It is accepted that the constant 
a  field is unlikely to be the correct model for the coronal magnetic field. However, the 
particular magnetic field model is not crucial to demonstrate the feasibility of the fitting 
technique described in this chapter.
This method can easily be extended to magnetic field models with multiple paramet­
ers, though the time taken to scan multidimensional parameter space will increase dra­
matically with the number of parameters. The next chapter includes an example of this 
approach, where the complementary part of the linear force-free field is taken into ac­
count (see Petrie and Lothian (2003)). Another possibility would be to use the method of 
Petrie and Neukirch (2000) with a wider class of MHD solutions depending on additional 
parameters.
In general, this method can be applied to more general magnetic field models. To show 
the advantages of this fitting approach, other data sets have been studied. In particular, 
the same active region is followed over a period of time and the constant a  field is used 
to investigate how the value of a  changes before and after the eruption of a coronal mass 
ejection.
In this chapter Yohkoh/SXT data has been used to judge the quality of the extrapolated 
field lines for different values of the field parameters. It should be noted that observations 
of the same region with different wavelength filters will outline plasma at different tem­
peratures. It would be interesting to see whether the different observations of the same 
region are indeed represented by a common a  in a linear force-free model, or whether the 
value of a  varies significantly. This would provide a measure of the quality of the linear 
force-free model in a localised region of the corona, and would have implications on the 
validity of using this model to study changes in a over a period of time.
Chapter 4 
Further Applications of the Magnetic 
Field Line Fitting of Coronal Loops
Interestingly, according to modern astronomers, space is finite. 
This is a very comforting thought, particularly for people who can 
never remember where they have left things.
-  Woody Allen.
In Chapter 3 a method to compare theory and observations was introduced. This 
chapter will use that method to derive conclusions about the magnetic field in an AR.
The chapter is divided in two different parts. In the first part, the linear force-free field 
is used to extrapolate the magnetic field in the entire AR before and after a CME.
In the second part, the method will be illustrated when more than one paiameter is 
needed in order to extrapolate the magnetic field.
4.1 Magnetic Field Extrapolation of AR 8906
Glover et al. (2001) followed the evolution of an active region through three rotations 
between March and May 2000. Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1 provide compaiisons between 
activity associated with the region throughout the three observed rotations.
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GOES Events 
X M C B
CME
Onsets
First Rot 0 6 67 0 10
Second Rot 0 9 39 0 9
Third Rot 0 0 0 1 2
Table 4.1: Distribution of GOES events and CME activity over three rotations.
Figure 4.1: SXT and MDI observations o f the region through its three rotations: 13th March (a,b), 
10th April (c,d) and 7th May (e,f). Figure taken from Glover et al. (2001).
The active region was initially observed on 9 March as a highly complex area. During 
the first rotation (March) it dominated activity on the disk. Differential rotation reduced 
the field strength causing (i) the active region flux to disperse and spread out, and (ii) the 
formation of an extended filament channel.
During the second rotation (April), an S-shaped structure, in agreement with the hemi­
spheric helicity rule* for handedness of the field, was observed to gradually fade over
'The Hemispheric Helicity Rule (or Hemispheric Chilarity Rule) says that magnetic fields in the north­
ern (southern) hemisphere tend to have negative (positive) helicity. And so, coronal loops are z-shaped for 
the northern hemisphere and s-shaped for the southern one. The interaction between magnetic fields and 
both turbulent convection-zone plasmas (whose kinetic helicity depends on hemisphere) and differential 
solar rotation (whose direction of shear depends on the hemisphere) are likely sources of this rule.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison soft X-ray morphology o f the region before and after the first (a) and the 
second CME (b). Figure taken from Glover et al. (2001).
about twelve hours. This feature connected the emerging flux at the centre of the act­
ive region and the filament channel. This phenomenon coincided with an increase in 
CME activity and the emergence of a second active region to the south-east, which was 
observed to increase in size throughout the rotation.
During the third rotation (May), a highly sheared arcade, joining the decayed remnants 
of two active regions on either side of the main neutral line, was observed. Very little flare 
activity was noticed. Two eruptions took place, the first one was a B6.8 two-ribbon flare, 
peaked at 06:23 8-May, the associated CME removed only part of the helicity from the 
filament channel. The sheared S-shaped post-flare arcade faded, until erupting again two 
days later. The SXR morphology before and after each eruption is showed in Figure 4.2.
In order to study how the magnetic field evolves after an eruption, the magnetic field 
should be followed over the AR as it evolves. During the first two rotations the AR was 
very active and trying to discern what produced what might be very complicated. That is 
why this chapter will concentrate in the development of the AR during the third and last 
rotation.
The following sections will extrapolate the magnetic field over AR 8906 before and 
after its first eruption during the third rotation. Because the AR is so near to the limb 
during its second eruption, magnetic field extrapolation becomes unrealistic. Magneto­
grams are not very accurate near the limb and the Green’s function method used for the 
extrapolation is only accurate near the centre of the disk.
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Figure 4.3: SXT image showing the three different regions the structure was divided into. Each 
region will be studied separately.
4.1.1 AR 8906 before the first eruption
Prior to the first eruption, AR 8906 has the morphology shown in Figure 3.2. To extra­
polate the magnetic field in the area, the entire AR has been divided into three different 
subregions, shown in Figure 4.3. Each subregion was independently studied using the 
Green’s Function Linear Force-free Field solution explained in Appendix A.
Region 1 has already been studied as an example and the results can be seen in Section
3.3. This region will produce the best results because it is an isolated loop. The constant 
a of the linear force-free field was estimated as a  =  0.016 ±  0.001 Mm~ ‘. This value of 
O' can reproduce a similar structure as the one observed in SXT.
In Region 2 two loops can be seen very close together. This will reduce the accuracy 
of the solution. Figure 4.4 shows the results for this subregion. The value of the constant 
a  for this region is q = 0.013 ±  0.001 Mm"*. The field lines obtained (see Figure 
4.4(b)) can reproduce the top loop. Since no selected field lines seem to follow the lower 
structure, it is assumed the footpoint areas chosen are the ones only for the top loop.
Region 3 presents a different difficulty. Although it has only one loop on it, it twists 
around an area with a much higher intensity (which corresponds to the south-west area of 
the Region 2 loops). When field lines get close enough to this area, this high intensity can 
highly perturb the Gaussian fit produced during the fit, which can make the measure of C 
artificially low. Figure 4.5 shows the results obtained. The value of a  that, according to 
the method used, correlates best with the observations is cv =  0.012 ±  0.002 Mm"*. It is
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Figure 4.4: Results for Region 2 before the first eruption, (a) Shows how the discrepancy C  
between theory and observations varies with a  {Cavr in blue and Cmvn in red), (b) 
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Figure 4.5: Results for Region 3 before the first eruption, (a) Shows how Cavv< in blue, and Cmin, 
in red, vary with the parameter a ,  (b) Shows a group o f selected field lines for the 
optimal value of a.
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Figure 4.6: Yohkohl^XY image and SOHO/MDI magnetogram of AR 8960 after the first eruption.
interesting to notice the effect of the proximity of Region 2 structures in the values of C 
when a  is small.
In the overall AR, the magnetic field seems to be near linear force-free field with a 
similar value of a  for Regions 2 and 3 and a slightly larger value for Region 1.
4.1.2 AR 8960 after the first eruption
Figure 4.6 shows AR 8960 shortly after its first eruption during its third and last rotation. 
It is interesting to point out how the AR morphology has changed. The loop observed in 
Region 1 has completely disappeared, while the structures in Regions 2 and 3 seemed to 
have joined and become brighter.
Since only one structure is observed, no subdivision is necessary and the entire AR 
can be extrapolated in one go. The results of this extrapolation are shown in Figure 4.7. 
The constant a is estimated as o- =  0.014 ±  0.002 M m "\ This is a similar result for a  as 
the one obtained in the same areas before the eruption. Can we conclude that a  does not 
change? Even though the connectivity of the area appears to have changed, the coronal 
magnetic field does not seem to change significantly. Looking at the MDI magnetograms, 
the magnetic field in the photosphere does not change much either.
One thing has to be pointed out about this result. That is the high error encountered. 
The results for the AR after the eruption are not very conclusive. Either way, this can 
illustrate how the method described in Chapter 3 can be used to follow the evolution of
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Figure 4.7: Results after the first eruption, (a) Shows how Cavr, in blue, and Cmtn, in red, vary 
with a.  (b) Shows a group o f selected field lines for the optimal value o f a.
an AR magnetic field.
4.2 Magnetic Field Line Fitting for More than One Vari­
able
Equation (2.11) shows the general analytical solution of linear force-free magnetic field 
expressed in terms of the Green’s function. In Sections 3.3 and 4.1 this solution has 
been used ignoring the complementary function Il{x, y). Therefore, the magnetic field 
had only one degree of freedom, a, the constant of proportionality between the current 
density and the magnetic field. In this section the method described in Chapter 3 is applied 
when the magnetic field depends on two different variables.
Applying the complementary function suggested by Petrie and Lothian (2003) the 
magnetic field becomes:
f
j  —CX3 J  —OO
G(j: — .7/ ,  y —  y', z) -t- b G{x — x \  y — y \  z)
l^z(x\y',0)dx'dy'. (4.1)
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Figure 4.8: (a) Cavr, (b) Cmin and (c) the number o f field lines selected when both a  and b are 
considered. Dark shades correspond to small values while light shades correspond to 
larger values. The numerical values are also indicated in each cell. The value “NaN” 
means that no field lines where selected for those cases.
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Figure 4.9; Selected field lines for different values of a  and 6.
With this choice, the magnetic field will depend on two different parameters, a and b.
If the method described in Section 3.2 is applied under this magnetic model, the dis­
crepancy between theory and observations will depend on both parameters so to find its 
minimum, a 3D plot is necessary. Figure 4.8 show the result for this magnetic model.
It is interesting to see how the number of selected field lines varies with a  and h, 
shown in Figure 4.8(c). The row at 6 =  0 represents the number of field lines obtained 
in Section 3.3 and it does not seem to change much with a (between 20 and 28 lines). 
Since the number of field lines selected gives us an idea of the connectivity between both 
footpoint areas, we can conclude that varying a  does not make important changes in the 
connectivity. The situation is very different when the b term is introduced. For big values 
of 6, the number of field lines is small, which indicates that the connectivity between the 
footpoint areas is low and therefore the possibility of such a magnetic field producing a 
coronal loop linking both areas is small. On the other, the opposite situation is present 
when h is small.
Lets have look at the behaviour of Cavr- The horizontal line at 6 =  0 corresponds to 
the results studied in Section 3.3. Since a new degree of freedom is now introduced, a 
better fit is expected by determining the right combination of parameters. Fven though 
Ca,vr reaches its smallest value for 6 — 1.2 and q =  0.0127 Mm, this value has to be 
contrasted with the small number of field lines selected (only four field lines are selected). 
The selected field lines are shown in Figure 4.9(a). Although each field line follows very
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Figure 4.10: TRACE observation o f a groups of loops near the limb
closely the structure found, the small amount of them that actually join both footpoint 
areas, makes the result less relevant.
The results for Cmin are not very different from the ones obtained in Chapter 3. Only 
for a value of a slightly bigger (a =  16.74 x 10“  ^Mm“ ’) and b = —0.2, a smaller value 
of Cmin can be obtained. The selected field lines are plotted in Figure 4.9(b). Note also 
that almost twice as many field lines are selected.
It is interesting to determine the effect of b over the magnetic field line structure. 
As b increases, the value of q has to be decreased to compensate and retrieve a good 
fit. A similar result was obtained by Petrie and Lothian (2003), where the effect of the 
complementary Green’s function seems to be the opposite of the twist produced by the 
original Green’s function term.
4.3 Field Line Fitting Using Potential Fields
Although the magnetic potential field solution is unique and does not depend on any para­
meter, it is still possible to use the field line fitting method if the problem is approached 
from a different point of view. This section explains a possible application of the method 
under those circumstances.
Cirtain et al. (2005) studied an AR near the limb. A group of loops were observed in 
both TRACE and SOHO/CDS instruments. Figure 4.10 shows the TRACE image of the
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area.
The authors were interested in finding out how far from potential the magnetic field 
in the area was. In order to do this, it was necessary to measure the radiative loss and to 
calculate the energy contained in the potential field of the AR to compare them both.
Hildner (1974) expressed the radiative loss^ for optically thin radiation as
SEr =  (4,2)
where T  is the temperature, Ue is the electron number density and % and a  are empirical 
parameters that depend on the temperature. If the pressure, P  is considered constant, the 
above expression can be expressed as
5 E R =  Ç x T ^ - ^ -  (4.3)
Using CDS, the temperature and the density of the area can be measured and therefore 
the pressure can be calculated. With this data, the radiative loss can be obtained and 
integrated over each loop. This radiative loss can then be compared with the potential 
magnetic energy of the same loop to estimate how much energy must be raised from 
potential to account for the above radiative loss. To calculate the magnetic energy is 
necessary to obtain the strength of the magnetic field for each loop.
For that purpose, a potential magnetic field extrapolation was computed around the 
area of study. Since linear magnetograms provide the line-of-sight magnetic field, they 
are of no use for areas so close to the limb. Carrington synoptic magnetograms have to 
be used instead. This synoptic charts are assembled from individual magnetograms ob­
served over the course of a solar rotation. The central meridional passage of all observed 
magnetograms are linked together to provide the photospheric magnetic field all around 
the Sun. The AR studied pass the meridian six days after the TRACE image was taken.
Since during this time no flux emergence or flares where detected on the area, it is just
necessary to correct for differential rotation. Figure 4.11 shows the result for the date of 
the TRACE image.
For the magnetic extrapolation, the magnetic field is assumed to be potential ( V x B =  
0) with prescribed Br{RQ,0,4>) at the photosphere and Be = — 0 at the source
^The radiative loss is the loss of energy by excited particles though the emission of photons.
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Figure 4.11: Synoptic magnetogram used to extrapolate the magnetic field into the corona. The 
vertical solid line shows the central meridian passage at the time when the TRACE 
image was taken, therefore, everything at the left of this line was measured after the 
selected date, while the area at the right of the line was measured before. The studied 
AR, located just in the limb, is enclosed by the dashed square.
surface, = 2.5/?©. The magnetic field is expressed in terms of spherical harmonics; the 
mathematical expressions for this source surface model can be found in van Ballegooijen 
et al. (1998).
For each loop, it was necessary to find the field line that best fitted the shape of the 
loop. Assuming that the selected field line was the one followed by the plasma, the 
strength of the magnetic field along the loop can be assumed to be the magnetic field of 
the selected field line.
The method described in Chapter 3 can easily be used to determine which field line 
correlates best with a selected loop. For each loop, the original image was manipulated to 
remove the background emission. Then a set of field lines were fitted to the image and C, 
the parameter that measures the deviation between each field line and the observed loop, 
was calculated. The field line with the smallest C, was the one considered to calculate 
the magnetic field strength.
The method was applied in two stages. In the first one, the field line starting points 
formed a grid with 80 and Scj) of one degree. In a second stage, the starting points are 
centred around the first round best fit forming a grid with 80 and 8(j) reduced to 0.1 degrees.
Figure 4.12 shows two loops and a group of field lines that returned the smallest value 
of C. The method worked very well with most of the loops studied. For the smallest 
loop, on the other hand, the fitting did not produce an acceptable result. This is not
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Figure 4.12; Two TRACE loops (in black) and the group of field lines that produce the smallest 
values of C  (in red). The x  and y  coordinates are expressed in normalised units, (a) 
The method works well as the loop is large enough, (b) For smaller loops the method 
is not as accurate.
surprising since the size of those loops where too small compared with the resolution of 
the magnetogram used for the extrapolation, which, therefore, limited the accuracy of the 
potential field.
This example shows how to use the method when three degrees of freedom are present 
(the coordinates of the field line starting points). The main difference is that this time each 
field line is compared individually instead of getting an average value as was done for the 
other cases.
4.4 Comments and Conclusions
This chapter has included further results obtained using the field line fitting method de­
scribed in Chapter 3. The same AR was studied in more detailed and another AR was 
studied using potential magnetic field extrapolation.
Section 4.1 estimated the magnetic constant q, assuming linear force-free field for 
AR 8906 before and after its first eruption. Before the first eruption, the AR consisted 
of three different structures. Each of them was studied separately to obtain how a  varied 
along the structures. The obtained values are not very far apart, which indicates that a  is 
almost constant for the entire AR.
After the second eruption, the magnetogram doe not change drastically, although the
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structure observed seems quite different. Once the magnetic extrapolation is produced, 
some remarks can be pointed out. It seems that, the area with the higher value of a  prior to 
the eruption is the area that disappears after the eruption. This follows the idea that areas 
with more twist (and therefore a larger value of a) have a bigger probability of erupting. 
The remaining structure has a similar value of a  as the one obtained in those areas before 
the eruption. It is important to point out that the error in a  for this case is considerable, 
which can possibly indicate that the linear force-free field might not be a good approach 
at this stage of evolution.
Section 4.2 shows an example where the magnetic field depends on two variables. A 
more general linear force-fiee field model has been used. The results for this case are 
not substantially different from the results on Section 3.3, which illustrates how the linear 
force-free field used in Chapter 3 provides enough flexibility to fit the observed structure. 
It does also show how the two valuables that the magnetic field depends on (a and h) are, 
in some way, producing an opposite effect, such that when one increases the other one 
has to decrease to reproduce a similar shape in the field lines. This section points out how 
the method would work when more than one variable is used.
In Section 4.3 the field line fitting method is used from a different point of view. An 
AR near the limb is studied using TRACE and CDS. In order to determine the potential 
energy of the system, the magnetic stiength has to be evaluated. For this purpose, a series 
of field lines must be fitted to each observed loop. The magnetic strength for each loop 
is estimated as the magnetic field strength of the field line that best correlates with the 
observations. This example shows how the method is flexible enough to work with a 
magnetic field described by different variables.
Chapter 5 
Approximating Non-Linear Force-Free 
Fields with Linear Force-Free Fields
The truth is never poor and rarely simple.
~ Oscar Wilde, The Importance of Being Ernest, Act I (1895).
Most early models of the coronal magnetic field used the potential assumption, in 
which no electric currents aie present. Although it might look veiy restrictive, its biggest 
advantage is that, given the line of sight magnetic field in the photosphere, it is easy to 
extrapolate upwards obtaining a unique coronal solution. The next simplest model is the 
constant a, linear force-free field. This model is a local approximation, but, how realistic 
is it? Three-dimensional simulations of coronal fields (Kusano et al. (1995)) show that a 
slowly driven field does indeed remain close to a constant a state, with energy dissipa­
tion greatly exceeding helicity dissipation, whereas other simulations find that significant 
non-uniformity in a  persists (Dahlburg et al. (1988), and Longcope and Sudan (1992)). 
Clearly this is a matter of further investigation.
This chapter will examine the linear force-free field for two different geometries, and 
determine how they compare with more general non-linear solutions.
Section 5.1 will consider cylindrical geometry, where the photosphere consists of two 
parallel planes and flux tubes consist of vertical tubes connecting both planes. With the 
appropriate boundary conditions, the linear force-free solution for the magnetic field can 
be obtained. Some of its properties are studied, including its magnetic energy and helicity.
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This linear force-free result will be compared with some other twist profiles.
Section 5.2 will use an arcade geometry where the photosphere is just one plane and 
the curvature in flux tubes is taken into account. An analytical linear force-free solution 
will be obtained for the translational geometry. This solution is then compared with the 
non-linear solution obtained by Roumeliotis (1993) in order to draw conclusions about 
the limitations of the linear force-free field.
5.1 Cylindrical Geometry
Observed coronal loops are toroidal in shape, as well as being long and thin structures 
with approximately constant cross section. To develop coronal loop models, the com­
monly used simplification is to restrict attention to straight cylindrical loops. The main 
justification of this approach is that an expansion of the toroidal force-free equation, in 
powers of the inverse aspect ratio, generates the straight cylinder as the leading approx­
imation.
The study of the straight cylinder is very important since the results show that the 
cross-section of the loop is indeed constant over most of its length. This provides a 
justification for the assumption of constant cross-section when modelling toroidal loops.
Other studies have been done with this type of geometry: Parker (1979) studied twis­
ted flux tubes constrained by external pressure. He obtained that, the twist is very large 
when expansion occurs and very small when severe compression is present. Browning 
and Priest (1983) studied an axisymmetric field with dependence on z. They found that, 
small twist produces expansion, but only in second order. When a high twist is present, 
compression decreases the twist and expansion increases it.
Zweibel and Boozer (1985) calculated the equilibrium of a thin magnetic flux tube 
with small twist per unit length. Their solution has a radial component concentrated near 
the endpoints and the energy profile is similar to earlier studies. Steinolfson and Tajima 
(1987) constructed a time dependent two dimensional MHD simulation when there is a 
continuous twisting motion on the photospheric boundary. They found that the system 
evolves through three different stages: in the early stage, the kinetic energy is negli­
gible and the magnetic current and field are aligned. In the second stage, the kinetic 
and magnetic energy grow exponentially, but the field line structure still resembles the
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one obtained by Zweibel and Boozer (1985). In the third stage both energies increase 
dramatically, probably due to a 3D kink instability.
Lothian and Hood (1989) investigated the shape of a magnetic flux tube when photo­
spheric motion causes a small twist at the footpoints. Their linearised solution exhibits a 
boundary layer where the dependence on the axial distance is located. Outside this layer 
the magnetic field is essentially cylindrically symmetric. Different twisting profiles were 
used and they obtained solutions similar to the earlier studies.
In this section the linear force-free field solution will be calculated for the straight 
tube geometry. The solution will be then compared with earlier studies to determine 
if it can reproduce the features of other models. In Section 5.1.1 the Grad-Shafranov(- 
Schliiter) equation for the axisymmetric case is presented. In Section 5.1.2 this equation 
will be solved, ignoring the pressure term and assuming linear force-free field. The main 
properties of the solution are also studied in this section.
The magnetic energy and helicity expressions and their dependence on a  are studied 
in Section 5.1.3. Section 5.1.4 compares the lineai' force-free field obtained with other 
twisting profiles used in earlier studies.
5.1.1 General Axisymmetric Case
Any axisymmetric field may be expressed in terms of the flux function A, such that
B =  V A x  S/d B q Be = — — br Bd bq e^. (5-1)R oz K oK
where br , bq and are the unit vectors in the cylindrical coordinate system. Note that 
the magnetic field lines lie on surfaces of constant A. Also, the magnetic flux through a 
circle of radius R  at constant z is simply 27rA{R, z).
The equation
=  (5.2)
obtained by taking the scalar product of B with the force balance equation,
j )< B -  == 0, (5.3)
implies that the pressure, p, is constant along the field lines, therefore it may be expressed
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as a function of the flux function: p(i?, z) — P{A{R, z)). 
The ^-component of Equation (5.3) becomes:
which can be written as
=  0, (5.4)
(5.5)
As before, this means that R B q is a function of A. Therefore, the ^-component of the 
magnetic field may be expressed as
(5.6)
where K  (A) is an arbitrary function of A. This arbitrary function will be determined by 
the relevant boundary conditions.
The other two components of the force balance equation can be expressed as 
“  ^  \ R d ^  +  m  \ R m )  +  dR
PqR  \ R  
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Since all terms are in the direction of VA, the equation above simplifies to 
#14 1 2A oPA r .d ff  dP  n
â â ï  -  â â â  +  ^  ''"dÂ  -  O' (5.9)
which can also be expressed as
■ V . I ^ V A d p  1 ^jJ^ OTT +  TZ7 K dATdvl ' d A ' (5.10)
This equation is known as the Grad-Shafranov(-Schlüter) equation of rotational sym­
metry.
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z =  L
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Figure 5.1: Flux tube of radius d  and length 2L. The field lines will extend from the bottom 
footpoint {z  =  —L)  to the top one {z  =  + L ).
5.1.2 The Linear Force-Free Case
The flux function and the magnetic field of an axisymmetric flux tube for the linear force- 
free case will be discussed in this section. The geometry of the system is shown in Figure 
5.1. It consists on a rigid flux tube of radius d and length 2L.
The system has an initially uniform magnetic field, =  Bq with the magnetic 
flux function of the form Apot = \ B qB?. Later on, a twist will be introduced through the 
parameter a. The following boundary conditions are used:
1. The flux function at the centre is zero,
A{R  =  0,2:)== 0. (5 11)
2. If the tube does not expand or contract, the value of ^ 4 at R =  d does not change as 
the twist increases. Therefore, the condition
A{R = d, z) — Apot{R = d,z) — - ~ d (5.12)
must be satisfied.
3. Along with this, the total flux thr ough the ends of the tube remains fixed which
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means that the axial field, Bz{R, z = ±L)  is the same as the potential case. Hence,
A{R^z - ±L) =  Apot{R-,z — ±L) =  -^R ? .  (5.13)
Consider the linear force-free case, V x B =  aB , for which a  is a constant. Using
Equation (5.1) for the magnetic field, the z- and B-components become
g  =  a . (5.14)
therefore
ü:(yl) =  ctvl b /3. (5.15)
The constant of integration (3 would give a singular Be as R  tends to 0. In order to 
remove this field, due to a line current, it is necessary to impose =  0 and K  {A) — a A.
The Grad-Shafranov(-Schlüter) equation, (5.10), becomes
a  / 1  , 2
This equation has a linear separable solution A{R, z) — F{R)G{z), where
+ M F - 0 ,  ' (5,17)
ÿ - k ^ G  = 0, (5.18)
and is the separation constant.
For the potential case, where a  =  0 and k = 0, the solution becomes the initial 
uniform magnetic field, with
Apot, k=oiR, z) = ~BqR?. (5.19)
For the case A; =  0, a  0, Equation (5.17) becomes
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which can be transformed into the Bessel’s differential equation by letting lo = a R  and
F  — ci>Q(lü):
w " ^  +  w ^  + ( w ^ - l ) n  =  0. (5.21)düj  ^ dtü
This equation has the general solution f](w) =  aJi{co) +  6Yï(a;), where a and b are 
constants. Since Yi is singular at w =  0, the constant b has to be zero, leaving
F(E) (5.22)
Equation (5.18) gives G{z) — o!z +  6', where a! and b' aie constants. Hence the flux
function will be A(iî, z) =  aRJ\{aFC){o!z +  b'). The constants a' and b' are obtained by 
imposing the boundary condition (5.12), the flux function takes the form:
Ak=a =  (5.23)2 Ji [ad)
Consider /c^  > 0. Equation (5.17) can also be transformed into the Bessel’s differen­
tial equation with solution
+ A;2j^ ). (5.2/1)
Equation (5.18) will give the solution G{z) — a” cosh(A;z) +  b" 8inh(A:z), where a" and 6"
are constants. From the synmietric boundary condition (5.13), the solution must be even
with respect to z, which can only be obtained by removing the last term of G, The flux 
function then becomes
Ak^^o{R,z) =  RJiiVa'^ +  (5.25)cosh(A:L)
The general solution will be the superposition of all the solutions in (5.23) and (5.25):
A{R, z) =  B o ^ R ^ ^  +  g
To meet the boundary condition (5.12), the coefficients kn have to satisfy
+  kid) =  0 (5.27)
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therefore the possible values of kn are
(5.28)
where ji,i, ji,2 , • • • denote the positive zeros of Ji(z) arranged in ascending order. 
Boundary condition (5.13) is used to obtain the coefficients a^:
1 2 D ^ o *^1 {o^R)Ba-R^ = B o - R - j ) ^  + Y ^a„ R Ji(^ /^F T l^^R ).  (5.29)
Letting t = R /d , t  e  (0,1), and rearranging terms, the above equation takes the form
((  -- =  è  Üi."*) - (5.30)
which is the Fourier-Bessel expansion of the function
The terms a„ of the expansion will satisfy
"  J ü è )  i
A treatise on the Fourier-Bessel expansion can be found in Watson (1995a).
Using some of the properties of the Bessel function, the integral above can be solved 
analytically to obtain
" k lU h .n )h .n  
This result is derived in Appendix C.
(533)
To summarise, for the linear force-free case, the general solution of the Grad-Shafranov 
(-Schlliter) equation becomes:
where =  j \ n l ^  ~  Note that, for large values of n, (n — 1/2)7t and the
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A[R,  %) B;%(^,z) z) 0
cr —> 0 iBoR^ 0 0 Bp 0
.R -^0 0 0 0 Eq. (5.43)
lBo(f 0 ^Bpad Eq. (5.47)
0 a d  TZf J i {a R )  2  ^0 J i{a d ) a d  c ?  do{oiR) 2  ^0 J i ia d ) J l ia R )R Jo{aR)
z  —> zLL Eq. (5.53) ^BpaR Bp l a
Table 5.1 : Special cases of the linear force-free magnetic field.
series in (5.34) converges rapidly. The magnetic field then becomes




kn COSh(Al^ Z/) '
B e ( R , z ) B< ad Ji{aR) a ^ d  J i { j i , n R / d )  cosh.{knz)2 Ji(ckd) C()8h(/CmJ&)'
0? jQ { j i^ n R ld )  c o s h { k n z )E ^ c




The only free parameters are a, B q, d, and L. Since coronal loops are long and thin 
structures, the interesting case will be when L  is much bigger than d.
The twist per unit length will be
ad Ji{aR)
$  =  i ^  =RB,_
E Ji{ji^nR/d) cosh{knz)'/i(cKd) coEdi(/%iZ/)
Jp{aR) _  ^  ^  Jp(ji^nR/d) cosh{knz) 




Table 5.1 includes results for some special cases, which are discussed in the following 
sections.
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(a) q: —> 0 : Using
it is easy to proof that, as a  tends to zero, the system tends to the uniform axial field.
(b) Ü  —> 0 : It is straightforward to show that
Irm =  0, (5/10)R —*0
limBR{R,z) = 0, (5.41)
\imBe{R,z) = 0. (5.42)
On the other hand, using Equation (5.39), the ^-component of the magnetic field 
becomes
p /n  , Boad ^  Boa'^d? cosh(fc„z)
cosh(fc„L)- ^
At the centre of the tube (R = 0), the magnetic field is purely vertical, and its mag­
nitude takes values from Boad/[2Ji{ad)] at the middle plane (z = 0), to Bp at the 
footpoints (z =  ±L). It also can be proved that the twist per unit length takes the 
value a/2 .
(c) jR ^  d : It is straightforward to show that
hrn C5/14)
R — > d  2 i
lim BR(E,z) =  0, (5.45)R —k1
lim B q{R,  z ) =  ~ B p .  (5.46)R~*d  Z
In addition,
= a  -  B + 1  ^
^  o ^  do(cKd) _  ^  Bpa^d? Jp{ji ,n) CQsh(fenz)
° 2 ,Ji(CKd) (Jl,n -  CK^ d?) J2(jl,n ) COgdl(&n.L) '
Since the flux tube is considered rigid, no radial component of the magnetic field is 
present at the outside surface of the tube {R =  d). The azimuthal component is con­
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stant along the tube while the vertical component varies from BQa dJo {ad) / \2J i{o td ) \  
at the mid-plane {z =  0) to Bp at the footpoints {z =  ±L).
(d) z  0 : For this case, the cosh(knz)  terms are much smaller than the cosh{knL)
terms and the summations can be ignored. Hence, at the middle of the loop the flux
function and the magnetic field can be estimated by
(5.48)
Br {R ,z !=z O )^ 0 ,  (5.49)
(e) z —> ± L  : In the footpoints, the flux function becomes the potential one, thus
lim (5.52)
2—>±L 2
lim B r {R, z) = ± f 2 B o ^  M ji.nR /d )  (5.53)^  kn d2Ul,n)jl,n
lim Be{R, z) = ^-BpaR, (5.54)
2—»±L 2
lim B ,{R ,z)  = Bo. (5.55)
2—>±L
The range of a.
The linear force-free field is always a local approximation, which translates to a limited 
range of the parameter a  that provides a physical solution. Alissandrakis (1981) studied 
the linear force-free field in terms of Fourier transforms. He found that, in order to keep 
the energy of the system finite, he had to limit \a\ < 27tL, where L is the typical length 
scale of the system. A similai' result was found by Nakagawa and Raadu (1972). Gary 
(1989) found the limit \amax\ ~  |2/Ep| where a  is calculated by integrating the magnetic 
field within a circle along the neutral line in the photosphere of radius Rp. Aly (1984) 
studied a non-linear force-free magnetic field in an infinite domain and found that, there 
will be solutions when < 1/L^.
For this case, to keep the solutions (5.34) and (5.37) finite, Ji{ad) cannot vanish.
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L / d  =  0 . 5 ,  cx =  Q .50amax L / d  =  1.0,  a  =  0.50o(mox
0 . 0  0 . 2  0 . 4  0 . 6  0 .
R / d
L / d  — 5 . 0 ,  a = 0 . 5 0 o ( r
0 . 0  0 . 2  0 . 4  0 . 6  0 .
R / d
0 . 0  0 . 2  0 . 4  0 . 6  0
L / d  = 1 0 . 0 ,  a  =  0.50o(max
0
0 . 0  0 . 2  0 . 4  0 . 6  0 .
R / d
Figure 5.2: Effect o f L /d  on the magnetic flux function, A. Due to symmetry, only the top half 
of the flux tube needs to be plotted. The values of A  vary from 0 (black shadow) to 
I B qcI (white shadow). Several contours of A  have also been drawn).
which means that the possible values of a  are constrained by
3.83
d (5.56)
On the other hand, for a realistic loop model, IR should be always positive, forcing 
the magnetic field lines to go from the bottom footpoint to the top one. Since /? G [0, d] 






do,i _ Q = a Qrnax = —d
R  =  R d ,
(5.58)
(5.59)
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z =  (5.60)
where â, R  and z are now dimensionless. Equations (5.34)-(5.37) will become--/I IS - §  ^ ^ ) ' «■>
^  _  Ê  # 1  # #  , < 5 «2Ji(do,ia) A;2 J2(di,Ti)di,n cosh(gA:^)
oo
2  J i ( d o , i â )  ^  L2 J 2 (d i,T t) c o s h ( ^ ^ )
]D (TD ^\^TD  ( <^ 7o,i Jo{jp,iaR) ’s p  do.iû^  ^ M h^nR) cosh{^knz)\
where
2 _  7 l , n  - 2 7 o , i  _  1 r 2
It is now easy to realise that only the ratio L /d  has an effect oti the behaviour of the 
system. Figure 5.2 shows this effect, a large value of a has been chosen so the effect is 
more pronounced. When L and d are comparable, the isosurfaces of A  (and also the field 
lines) will expand from the centre to the footpoints all along the tube. If L  is considerably 
larger than d, this isosurface expansion only occurs in a small area near the footpoints. 
This boundary layer gets naiTower as L /d  gets bigger.
This kind of behaviour is common for this geometry and has been obtained in other 
studies, both linear, Lothian and Hood (1989) and nonlinear, Steinolfson and Tajima 
(1987). Lothian and Hood (1989) argued that the reason for this boundary layer to exist 
is that the variation that occurs on the boundary, with a scale of the loop radius, can only 
‘propagate’ the same distance into the loop. Hence, if the loop is much longer than its 
radius, the main variations will occur at the boundaries and the central part of the loop 
will remain straight.
In terms of the currents, since the radial current density involves derivatives with 
respect to z, it will be localised near the footpoints, whereas the azimuthal and axial 
currents can penetrate through the whole loop.
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(%=0.00c(f a = 0.25ar
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R / d
a = 0.75amov
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R / d
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Figure 5.3: The magnetic flux function, A, for several values o f a .  Only the top half o f the flux 
tube has been plotted. The values o f A vary from 0 (black shadow) to iBpd (white 
shadow). Several contours o f A have also been drawn.
Field Line Structure
Figure 5.3 shows contours of the magnetic flux function for the particular case L = 5ri. 
These contours show the magnetic field lines projected onto the /? — z plane. For the 
potential case (a =  0), the flux function only depends on /?. In fact, for every ct, A is 
almost independent of z, except around the footpoints. As a increases, the flux function 
depends more strongly on z, with the rapid variation near the loop footpoints becoming 
more pronounced.
Figure 5.4 shows the magnetic field components for the same case as above. As well 
as the flux function, the magnetic field components only vary with z around the footpoints 
and Bfi is almost negligible everywhere else.
A set of field lines, for two values of a, are shown in Figure 5.5. The starting points 
for the field lines have been chosen at z =  0 and they are equally spaced in radius. For 
the potential case, the field lines are just straight lines going from bottom to top. As a 
increases, the twist also increases and the field lines expand in the radial direction near
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Figure 5.4: Contours of the magnetic field components for several values o f a .  Only the top half 
of the flux tube has been plotted. Dark shadows correspond to weak magnetic field, 
while white shadow represents strong magnetic field. Several contours have also been 
plotted.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.5; Field lines for two values of a .  Figures (a) and (b) are two different views for a  =  
0.25ck^ax and Figures (c) and (d) are two views for a  =  0.75ofmaz- The bottom of 
each figure correspond to z =  —L  =  - 5 d  and the top to 2  =  L =  5d. Figures (a) 
and (c) show the field lines seen from the y-axcs; in Figure (a) it appears that the field 
lines expand hut this is actually a projection effect.
the footpoints.
In Figure 5.6 an isosurface of the flux function is shown for four different values of a.
Three field lines lying on the surface are also plotted.
5.1.3 Magnetic Energy and Magnetic Helicity
In this section the magnetic energy and helicity of the tube will be calculated. The mag­
netic energy is defined as
1W = —  I StT Jy '(/V =  i  /  /  («K + «e + lil)lidRdz. (5.66)^  JO  JO
For the potential case, B =  Bq and the magnetic energy will be Wq — Bl(fL/4:.
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(a) a  — 0.25a„io2; and A =  0.129Bod^ (b) cv =  0.50aj„oa; and A =  0A44Bod'^
(c) a  =  0.75a„iax and A — O A75B o(f (d) a  =  and A  =  0.2Q8Bq(P
Figure 5.6: Isosurfaces of the flux function, A, for different values o f a . Three field lines have 
been plotted in each figure. The bottom of each figure correspond io z  =  —L =  —bd 
and the top io z  =  L =  bd.
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Figure 5.7: Variation of (a) the magnetic energy, and (b) the magnetic helicity respect a for dif­
ferent values of L,
Using Equations (5.35)-(5.37) for the magnetic field, the above expression can be 
numerically calculated. Figure 5.7(a) shows the variation of the magnetic energy with 
respect to a  for different values of L. It is easy to see how the magnetic energy divided 
by the potential energy, Wq, depends very weakly on L. This dependence is only due to 
the areas near the footpoints where the magnetic field depends stiongly on z.
For long and thin tubes, the magnetic field is almost radial and an analytical expression 
for the energy can be obtained, namely:




The magnetic helicity of a volume V, with boundary S  and magnetic field B is defined
(5.68)K [  A - B d V ,  Jv
where A is the vector potential, such that B =  V x A. For a given a magnetic field, the 
vector potential can be freely transformed by the gauge transformation: A  A  +
Only when the volume V  is simply connected, the above expression is gauge-invariant. 
Berger (1999) defined the relative helicity as
K =  / ( A  +  Ap) ■ (B -  Bp) dV. (5.69)
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Where Bp is the unique potential field that satisfies
V X Bp =  0 and (5.70)
B p - n \s  = B -n \s ,  (5.71)
and Ap is its associated vector potential. The relative helicity is gauge invariant in almost 
any situation (the exceptions are magnetic monopole fields and periodic geometries with 
a mean field).
For the straight cylindrical flux tube, the potential field and its vector potential are,
Bp =  Boê ,^ (5.72)
Ap — -BoRêg. (5.73)
For the linear force-free field solution obtained, it is straight forward to verify that 
conditions (5.70)-(5.71) hold. Therefore it is only necessary to obtain the vector potential 
to get the helicity. For clarity the linear force-free field will be denoted as Bq, and its 
associated vector potential will be Aq. Aq is a three dimensional vector and it should not 
be confused with the flux function Aa which is an scalar quantity.
The vector potential of the linear force-free solution will satisfy V x A q =  B q. But 
because of the nature of linear force-free field, V x B q — ckB q, therefore,
1 1 d'il} dibAq =  —Bq -F z) — —Bq F  èp F  (5.74)a  a oR oz
ip{Ry z) will determine the gauge and, in general, can depend on a. Since, the potential 
field corresponds to a  =  0 it is necessary to impose.
lim Aa =  Ap, (5.75)a —>0
and therefore
lim ^  =  0, and (5.76)Oii
lim f  ^  +  — )  =  0. (5.77)a-*o \  dz a J
One possible solution is giving by choosing ip{z) =  —B^zja,  which gives a potential
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field
Therefore,
A q  — — ( B q  — B q ê z )  . O'
( A q +  A p )  ' ( B q -  B p )  = a -  2BoBz +  Bg
(5.78)
(5.79)
Introducing the magnetic field given by Equations (5.34)-(5.37), it is easy to prove
that,
RBsdV = V  and
• V  Ji{ad)
I B ,dV  = 2’KBad?L.W
(5.80)
(5.81)
Thus, the relative helicity becomes.
Svr
ad
Wa Oid Jo{ad) {ady E tanh(/cnl/)Wo 2 J, (ad) (L/d) ^  (Jl„ -  (a d )2 )V ^ it. (5.82)
Where Wq denotes the magnetic energy of the linear* force-free field.
The summation will be neglected except when d is small compared to L. Also, when 
a  is small, the expression simplifies to
Aq^o — Wod—-  ad
%
Wo 1 (5.83)
Figure 5.7(b) shows the relative helicity respect a. For small values of a  the helicity 
is approximately a straight line and it is almost independent of L. As a  increases the 
helicity also increases, and the dependence on L becomes more noticeable. The third 
term of Equation (5.82) is smaller for bigger L  and that is why the helicity increases with 
the length of the tube towards a maximum value.
5.1.4 Comparison Between Linear and Non-Linear Force-Free Field
Coronal loops tend to be very long in comparison with their widths, which corresponds 
to 7/ Z$> d. For this case, the magnetic field is almost independent of z.
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Figure 5.8: Magnetic field components, twist and magnetic flux for different values of a  at 2  =  0 
and L «  d.
Linear Force-free Case
For the linear case, the solution reduces to:
ad J[{aR) 









Figure 5.8 shows the field for several values of a. Notice how the axial flux is in­
creased near /i* =  0 due to the magnetic tension introduced by increasing a. Since the 
total axial flux is conserved, this implies that must be reduced near the outer edges of 
the loop.
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General Cylindrically Symmetric Force-Free Field Case
For any cylindrically symmetric force-free field, setting,
0, (5.89)
=  A(B), (5.90)
Bg =  Bg(B), (5.91)
B  ^=  BXB), (5.92)
a direct relation between B% and B q can be obtained from the force balance equation:
There is only a single equation describing force balance for the two functions Be 
and Bz. Therefore, imposing one, it is possible to deduce the other and obtain the flux 
function. This may be used to show how the linear force-free field compares with a 
particular twist profile.
In general, the coronal loop will comprise of a non-linear force-free field and the aim 
of this section is to compare it with a linear force-Ifee field. To do this, it is necessary to 
select an approximate choice of a.
In Chapter 3, a similar situation was studied but, in that case, it was necessary to 
compare a theoretical model with observations. In this chapter, no observations are used, 
but instead two different theoretical models are considered. In order to use the method 
proposed in Chapter 3 it will be necessary to produced some kind of observation from a 
general cylindrically symmetric theoretical magnetic field.
Although the method described above is feasible, it is not the easiest one. Since two 
theoretical magnetic field are given, it would be more straightforward to compaie both 
directly. To do that, several possible methods for selecting a  are presented below.
1. Calculating a  directly
(a) Either select the functional form of Be and deduce Bz using Equation (5.93), 
or select Bg and deduce Bg.
(b) Choose a particular radius R* to determine the linear force-free field.
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(c) Obtain an estimated a* as the constant of proportionality between the cuiTent 
density and the magnetic field for R = R*. Thus,
(d) Determine the linear force-free solution for a == a*:
The coefficient B q is fixed so the magnitude of the lineai* and the non-linear 
magnetic fields coincide when R  = R*. Therefore:
2M a-d)  / B i m  + B i m
° a*d y J^{a*R*) +  Jq(oi.*R*)
This noiinalisation does not imply that both magnetic fields coincide R = 
R*, since they are not necessarily parallel. The only thing fixed is the constant 
of proportionality between the current density and the magnetic field for both 
cases which takes the same value.
(e) Compare the original non-linear force-free field {Be, Bz) with the linear force- 
free field (Be^,Bz^) in the neighbourhood of R  = R*. In this manner, con­
clusions can be drawn about how good a constant a  field is at approximating 
a non-constant a field.
2. Using the Twist to obtain a
Instead of step Ic above, a* is estimated through the twist. Defining
-= ig g '
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in the linear case
Hence a* is determined by inverting the function
This may look a little complicated, but using this approach, for R  ~  R*, the lin­
ear approximation will be aligned with the non-linear magnetic field. Therefore, 
applying the normalisation discussed in Equation (5.98), both magnetic fields will 
coincide when R  = R*.
3. Average of a
A third approach is to use the specified non-linear field, calculate a  for a region and 
select the average value
1< a >= -  / a{R)dR where a{R) = d Jo (5.102)
This method will not contribute anything new, since its results will be equivalent 
to case 1 where the chosen R* in Equation (5.94) is such that a* is equal to the 
average value.
Application of the methods for two different Bq{R) profiles
To illustrate the above idea, two radial profiles have been selected for B q{R).
Example 1 Consider
'  ^ (  0 >  d.
This is one of the profiles used by Lothian and Hood (1989); it represents a twist 
within a finite radius, decreasing monotonically from i? =  0 to B =  d. This example
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Figure 5.9; Specified non-linear magnetic field (solid line) and constant a  field using method 1 
(dashed lines) and method 2 (dotted lines) for (a) R* =  0.25d, (b) R* =  0.50d, (c) 
R* — 0.70d and (d) R* =  O.QOd. Each method will produce a different value of a*,  
a i  and « 2  respectively.
presents quite a severe test for choosing an approximate a. Since Be{d) =■ 0, the total 
axial current (27t jzRdR)  is zero. On the other hand, for the linear force-free field, 
jz = olB z, where Bz is positive, therefore the total axial current for the linear force-free 
field is non-zero.
Using Equation (5.93), Bz becomes 
Rearranging terms, it takes the form
=  B l C -  2
(5.104)
(5.105)
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Table 5.2; Comparison between both methods using Example 1.
where C is the value of 2ii R  — 0. The value of C should be adjusted to obtain a real 
value for Bz, by imposing >  0 for all
The function f{x)  — 2x^ — +  (4/3)x® reaches is maximum where f '{x) — 0 and
f ' { x )  < 0. It is straightforward to find that this maximum is reached when x = l / \ /2  
and the maximum value of f{x)  is 5/12. Hence the constant of integration, C, has to be 
larger than 5/12. For simplicity, the chosen value is C — 0.5.
The magnetic energy for this profile can be easily calculated obtaining 
Weo,i =  ^B ^L(P {4C  -  1) =  0.0625B?idl (5.107)
Figure 5.9 shows the comparison of both methods, «i and cKg are the values of a  
obtained using method 1 and 2 respectively. The approximation gives a reasonably good 
fit for small radius {R G [0,0.5d]), where both methods produce a similar value for the 
twist. Method 1 becomes less accurate near the minimum of Bz, where it gives a very 
small value for a, while method 2 is still reasonably good. It is important to notice that 
the value of a  in some of the cases is actually bigger than the limit indicated in (5.57); the 
value of C is quite closed to the minimum, which produces a small Bz and a laige twist. 
Increasing C will decrease the twist and reduce this effect. However, as C increases, 
Bz becomes more constant and looks less like the non-linear force-free field. Hence, the 
linear approximation becomes less accurate.
Tn fact, this situation will occur for every magnetic field with the form
B q{R)  DC 0, R >  d, (5.106)
for all real numbers n, m  and I.
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(d) a i  =  -2 .0 2 6 /d , Ofg =  0.685/d
Figure 5-10: Specified non-linear magnetic field (solid line), constant a  field using method 1 
(dashed lines) and constant a  field using method 2 (dotted lines) for d =  1 and 
(a)-R* =  0.25, (b)R* =  0.50, (c)R* — 0.75 and (d)R* =  0.90. Each method will 
produce a different value o f a*, a i  and aÿ  respectively.
In this example, has a local minimum for R  = d / \/2. For a radius bigger than 
that, Bz increases, which is the opposite behaviour to that found for the linear force-free 
field case. In fact, the first method will give a negative a, which will produce a negative 
B q. In any case, the linear force-free field cannot be a valid approximation. An example 
of this is shown in Figure 5.9(d).
Table 5.2 shows some results using both described methods. For the inner part of 
the tube, the approximated linear force-free field, using both methods, produces similar 
values in the magnetic energy (with discrepancies up to 10%).
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Table 5.3: Comparison between both methods using Example 2, 
Example 2 Now consider a slightly different twist profile given by
Be{R) = 0, R >  d, (5.108)
In a similar manner to the last section, B^ can be obtained by solving Equation (5.93). 







H R  11
T d + T
1/2
. (5.109)
Also, the magnetic energy can be calculated, obtaining:
Wex2 =  {87 -  lle^) =  0.53629B^Ld^ (5.110)
Figure 5.10 shows the comparison of both methods. Again, both methods produce 
similar results for 0 < R < d/2, where the correlation is good. Method 2 gives a good fit 
up to where B^ reaches its minimum, but method 1 does not work well near the minimum, 
producing a very small value of a.
In this example, Bz has a local minimum for R  % 0.76d. For a larger radius, Bz 
increases, which is the opposite behaviour to that found for the linear force-free field 
case. In fact, the first method will give a negative a, which will again produce a negative
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Be, as discussed above. Method 2 will give a positive a, but no resemblance to the non­
linear magnetic field can be obtained. An example of this is shown in Figure 5.10(d).
Table 5.3 shows some results using both described methods. In this case, the magnetic 
energy obtained with the approximated lineai' force-free field is even closer to the original 
profile one (discrepancies up to 5%).
5.1,5 Conclusions
This section has studied the linear force-free solution for the cylindrical geometry, where 
the photosphere is formed by two parallel planes and a flux tube will consist of a vertical 
tube connecting both photospheric planes.
If the tube does not expand or contract, and the total flux through the ends of the 
tube remains fixed, an analytical expression for the magnetic field can be obtained. This 
solution is almost radial all over the tube except near the footpoints, where a variation 
with the height, z, appears.
As a increases, the twist of the tube builds up, but, in order to acquire field lines that 
connect both photospheric planes, the value of a  has to lie in the range \a\ < ji^i/d ^  
3.83/d, where d is the radius of the tube.
This linear solution has been compared with two cylindrically symmetric twist pro­
files. It has been shown that the linear force-free field can reproduce a similar structure 
for the inner part of the tube, but the non-linear field differs stiongly from the linear one 
as R  approaches d. Similar conclusions can be drawn from the magnetic energy.
It is important to notice that, the linear force-free solution shown in Equations (5.84)- 
(5.88) has a very distinctive behaviour: B^ always decreases with R  and Bg has only one 
turning point (a maximum if a is positive or a minimum if a  is negative). This property, 
will limit the accuracy of the linear force-free approximation, as shown in Figures 5.9(d) 
and 5.10(d).
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5.2 Arcade Geometry
The geometry used in Section 5.1 is relevant for coronal structures that have large length- 
to-width ratios. To study features in the solar corona that are subjected to photospheric 
shearing motions another geometry has to be considered.
Because the coronal magnetic field is anchored in the photosphere, where the gas 
pressure is dominant over the magnetic field, the configuration of the coronal field must 
change as a result of photospheric motions. Thus there is considerable interest in model­
ling systems describing the evolution of force-free fields in response to the displacement 
of their magnetic footpoints. Earlier studies include Low (1977), Aly (1984), Klimchuk 
and Sturrock (1989), Wolfson and Verma (1991) and Roumeliotis (1993).
In Section 5.2.1 the Grad-Shafranov(-Schltiter) equation for translational symmetry 
will be obtained. Section 5.2.2 describes the non-linear force-free field solution developed 
by Roumeliotis (1993). In Section 5.2.3 the linear force-free solution is obtained assum­
ing translational geometry and imposing Roumeliotis solution in the photosphere. The 
magnetic energy for both the linear and the non-linear solutions are calculated in Section
5.2.4. Section 5.2.5 compares both solutions.
5.2.1 General Translational Symmetry Case
This section will concentrate on the translational symmetry case. The approach is similar 
to the one followed in Section 5.1.1. The magnetic field is again expressed in terms of a 
magnetic flux function. A, but this time it will take the form
B  =  V X (AOy) -j- ByGy =  ———©3; +  By Gy  “f- (5.1 1 1)
where and are unit vectors in the Cartesian coordinate system. With this defini­
tion,
B . VA =  (VA X e%,) - VA 4- - VA =  0, (5.112)
which implies that magnetic field lines lie on surfaces of constant A. The pressure, p, is 
also constant along the field lines, and it can be expressed in terms of the flux function: 
p(æ,z) =  P(A(æ,z)).
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The cuiTent density will be
j =  — V X B =  — [V X (V X e^)) +  VBy  x e,]^0 Mo
- ---  (-Gy +  B y  X Gy) ,Mo
and the Lorentz force will become
j X B =  ---{--V^A [Cy X (VA X Gy) -f" B y  Gy X Gy]Mo
+ (VBy X Gy) X (VA X Gy) +  B^(VBy X Gy) X Gy} (5.H4)
=  - { - V ^ A V A  -  [(VB, X e,) • V^] e„ -  B„VB„}.Mo
The force balance equation, j x B — Vp  =  0, reduces to
dP-W ^ A V A  -  [{VBy X By) ■ V^] e , -  ByVBy = # 0 ^ V A . (5.115)
The ^/-component of the above equation becomes:
-  (VBy X Gy). VA =  0, (5.116)
which can be expanded to
S B y B A ^ d ^ d A ^ ^ ^  (5.117)
dz dx dx dz
which means that By is a function of the magnetic flux function (By(æ, z) =  By{A{x^ z))). 
With this result, the component along VA of Equation (5.115) becomes
=  (5.118)
which is the Grad-Shafranov(-Schlüter) equation for translational symmetry.
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5.2.2 Non-linear Force-Free Field Case: An Analytical Solution
For the general force-free field case with translational symmetry, Equation (5.118) has to 
be solved. Ignoring the pressure term, it can be written as
^  Adx^ dz^ ^  dA 0. C5A19)
There are only a few cases for which this nonlineai' elliptic equation can be solved for 
a given generating function, B y { A ) .  Low (1977) showed how to construct solutions when 
B y [ A )  — Ae^, where A is a free parameter. These type of solutions represent sheared 
bipolar arcades in which the shear depends on the parameter A.
Roumeliotis (1993), on the other hand, constructed a set of solutions based on the 
assumption that the flux function has a specific nonlinear form (what he called “nonlinear 
separation of variables”).
The solutions he found have the form
CA(x^ z) =  tan ' , where
1
2 \ d x





He also presented two examples, one which is periodic in the aj-direction and a second 
one which is periodic in both x- and z-directions. The first one will be compared with the 
periodic linear force-free field case.
Consider the functions
cos(7ræ/2a;o}’ 
g{z) =  8mh(7rz/2zo),
(5.124)
(5.125)
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Figure 5.11: Flux function for the Roumeliotis solution, using zq  =  2 x q .  The shading goes from 
black (where the magnetic flux is zero) to white (where the magnetic flux is Aoc)-
0 - 0 .5  0.0 0.5 1.0
Figure 5.12: Magnetic field for the Roumeliotis solution, using zq  — 2 x q .  Red shading corres­
ponds to negative values (the darker the smaller), while blue shading means positive 
values (the darker the bigger). White colour corresponds to zero.
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(a) Zq =  Xo (b) Zq — 2xq
(c) Zq — 20Xq
Figure 5.13: Isosurfaces o f the flux function for several values o f the parameter z q .  Three 
field lines have also been plotted over each isosurface
z) — Aoo-^Xr
sinh(7r2/22o) sin(7rT/2To) ' 
cos (7TT/2To)
1 , ( ^ Y  s in y (772/ 2 2 0 ) 
V^O/ COS' (^7Tt/2To)
(5.129)
The parameters Aoo and xq are fixed and the parameter 20 can vary from xq to infin­
ity. For the case 20 =  To, the magnetic field is potential, arising from an infinite set of 
lines sources on the plane 2  =  0. For 20 > tq shear appears due to the displacements 
of the footpoints in the ^-direction. It can be proved that this footpoint displacement in­
creases smoothly with 2 0 , and each field line steadily expands upwards as the footpoint 
displacement increases.
The above solution is, in some way, nonphysical, since it has line sources at 2  =  0. 
To avoid this problem, the photosphere will be located at a height Zp > 0.
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The flux function A ^^ \x ,z )  and the magnetic field are shown in Figures 5.11 and 
5.12, assuming zq — 2tq. Note that, to avoid the singularities, the plots starts at Zp ~
O.Xtq. The T-component of the magnetic field is always negative (plot in red), while the 
y-component is always positive (plot in blue); this implies that the field lines will go from 
right to left. The 2 -component is negative for t  < 0, positive for t  > 0 and it cancels for 
X = 0. Both |b A | and | increase dramatically in the neighbourhood of (tq, 0).
Figure 5.13 shows the isosurfaces of the flux function for several values of zq. It can 
be seen how the sheai* increases with zq and also how the field lines expand upwards when 
Zq increases.
There is another interesting property to this solution. The flux function given by
A^^\x ,  z) =  A^^\x ,  z) +  nAoo, where n G Z, (5.130)
then
=  (5.131)
Aon /  1 1 1/2 sin —  h M7T =  Bf>,  (5.132)
Bf>  =  =  B f i .  (5.133)
Therefore the magnetic field is the same when an integer times the parameter Aqo is 
added. This will become quite useful when comparing this non-linear solution with the 
linear one discussed is Section 5.2.3.
5.2.3 The Linear Force-Free Case
In this section, the flux function and the magnetic field will be obtained for the linear 
force-free case in translational geometry. The geometry of the system is shown in Figure 
5.14, field lines will connect both footpoint areas located in the neighbourhood of t  =
Xq, 2 =  Zp.
The boundary conditions employed for this case are:
1. To have an isolated system, between — x q  and x q , the flux function should vanish at
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Photosphere
- X o
Figure 5.14: Geometry of the system for the translational case, 
the boundary, hence
A{x — ihrro, z) — 0. (5.134)
2. In order to avoid infinite magnetic energy, the flux function ought to tend to zero as 
z tends to infinity,
lim z) =  0. (5.135)
2—>00
3. To obtain a physical solution, no detached field lines are allowed. All field lines
leave and enter the photosphere at z = Zp.
4. Symmetry in the ^-direction will be assumed; therefore Bz should vanish atx = 0 
and Ba; should be even respect to x.
Consider the linear force-free case, V x B =  aB , with a  constant. Using Equation
(5.111) for the magnetic field, the x- and ^-components will become.
dA — a ,
thus
By = aA  4- /?.
(5.136)
(5T37)
The constant of integration, p  would give a non-zero magnetic field when z tends to infin­
ity. In order to get finite magnetic energy the condition p — 0 must be satisfied. Therefore, 
the ^-component of the magnetic field is By (A) = a A  and the Grad-Shafranov(-Schlüter) 
equation, ignoring the pressure term, becomes
■VM -  a^A  =  0, (5.138)
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This equation has a lineai' separable solution z) — F{x)G{z), where
dx"^ + = (5.139)r}2(^- y ^  + {a'^-k'^)G = 0, (5.140)dz^
and A;^  is the separation constant.
Solving for F{x)
• If A) e M, then
F{x) = C cos(kx) +  Dsm(A;a;), (5.141)
where C and D are constants of integrations. A  has to be even respect x, hence 
F  =  0. The separation constant, k has a discrete set of values determined by the 
boundary condition (5.134), these values are
kn = { 2 n + l ) F -  (5.142)ZXq
• If k — iu  where w G E, then
F{x) = C  co8h(wa;) +  D' sinh(wa;), (5.143)
where C' and D' are constants of integration. A  has to be even, therefore D' — 0. 
Unfortunately, in this case, no value of oj can fulfil the boundary condition (5.134), 
so this is not a valid solution.
Solving for G(z)
If — A;^  G E, then
G(z) = H  cos(\/q;2 — k^z) 4- /  sm(VcK  ^— A;^ z), (5.144)
where H  and I  are constants of integration. But this solution cannot fulfil the 
boundary condition (5.135), so this is not a valid case.
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* If G E, then
G{z) = (5.145)
where H'  and I' are constants of integrations. Imposing condition (5.135), the 
constant H' should vanish.
The general solution of Equation (5.138) will be the lineai- combination of all possible 
solutions. Therefore the flux function takes the form:
O O
z) = ^  bn cos(knx) exp ^ ~ \ / k ^ ~  a ^ z j  , (5.146)
n = 0
where kn = (2n +  l)7r/2a;o-
Note that, again, a  values have a limited range given by
7TjQ'l ^  O^max ~  % • (5.14V)
2 X q
In order to obtain the value of the coefficients 6„, another boundary condition is 
needed. If the flux function in the photosphere is known^, P(x),  then
OO
A^^^^XjZ =  Zp) = P{x) = bn cos{knx) exp |  — — a^Zpj . (5.148)
n = 0
The right hand side is the Fourier series of the function P{x) and the Fourier coefficients, 
bn, can then be calculated. A treatise on Fourier series can be found in Lanczos (1966).
Therefore, the flux function for any other height will be
O O
A^^^^x.z) =  a„ cos(A:„æ) exp i  — — a ‘^ {z — Zp) j  , (5.149)
n —O
where
an = bn exp l~- \ /k^  — c P z ^  =  — /  P{x)Q,o?>{knx)dx. (5.150)
f  J X q J ^ x n
^The height of the photosphere, Zp, is usually taken as zero. However, to compare with the analytical 
solution expressed in Equation (5.126), Zp is taken to be non-zero.
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In order to compare this linear solution with the non-linear one discussed on Section 
5.2.2, the latter will be used to provide the boundary condition on the photosphere. Hence,
— Zp) =  P{x) = A ^ ^ \x , z  = Zp) — Aoo, (5.151)
where A^o has been subtracted from the Roumeliotis original solution in order to maintain
A{x — ihxo, z) =  0.
With this condition, the coefficients of Equation (5.149) will become
' Zq smh(9TZp/2zo)1n ^  —  /  < -------------t a n
^0 J —XQ L ^
This integral has the analytical solution:
4A,
X q C 0 S { 'K X / 2 X q) — Aoo } cos{kn x)dx .  (5.152)
( 2 n  4 -  1 )7T
where
(5.153)
T =  \ / l  4- — T and r  =  — sinh ( (5.154)%o \2 z o /
are constants that depend on the parameters xq, zq and Zp. This result is derived in Ap­
pendix D.
To summarise, the flux function for the linear force-free case, using the Roumeliotis 
solution to give the boundary conditions, takes the form:
A^"^\x, z )  = ^  cos(knx) exp -  a ^ {z  -  %) j  , (5.155)
n = 0   ^ ^
which produces a magnetic field of the form:
A A . (_1
= - f -  X I  (2n + I) T^"'^V*S-«^cos(A;„æ)
n = 0   ^ '
exp ^ - \ / k l  -  a^{z -  Zp) j  , (5.156) 
B W (T ,z)=aA «(T ,z), (5.157)
B^P'^x.z) y 2 (—1)"^  sin(A:„a:) exp — ol^{z — Zp) j  . (5.158)
n = 0
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a = 0,00 X «r, a  =  - 0 .5 0  X a„
a ^  - 0 .7 5  X û(n a — - 0 .9 0  X ofn
Figure 5.15: Flux function for the linear force-free field case, using zq =  2xq and Zp =  O .lzo, 
for several values o f a.  The shading palette goes from black (where the flux function 
is —Aoo) to white (where the flux function is zero). Several contours have also been 
plotted.
Since Zp <K xq and Zq > xq, T can be expanded, using sinh(u) % u and (1 + u)' 
1 + nu, for u small, giving
T % 1 -I— — r  ~  1 —TTZf
2 X r (5.159)
T will be always smaller than 1 and is almost independent of zq. This will make the series 
above to converge quite rapidly.
The flux function and its associated magnetic field are shown in Figures 5.15 and 5.16, 
for different values of a. Figure 5.17 shows the isosurfaces of and some field lines. 
Negative values for a  have been chosen so and have opposite polarities.
As I O'I increases, the arcades become higher due to an increase in The shear
increases as well, since is proportional to a.
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(a) O' =  0
(c) tÜ — t).75(Xmax
I . S
(b) a  =  — 0.50ar
(d) a  =  -O.OOamrzx
Figure 5.16: Magnetic field for the linear force-free field case, using zo =  2 x q  and Zp =  0. Ixq, for 
several values of a . Red shading means negative values while blue shading means 
positive values. Several contours have also been plotted.
5.2.4 Magnetic Energy
Since the system does not depend on y, the magnetic energy can be defined as:
I  rXQ /-OO
W  = ^  /  /  \Bpdzdx, (5.160)
where Ly is the scale length in the y direction.
Using Equations (5.127)-(5.129) for the Roumeliotis solution, or Equations (5.156)-
(5.158) for the linear force-free solution, the magnetic energy can be calculated. In gen­
eral both integrals need to be calculated numerically. An analytic expression can be ob­
tained only for the potential case, when zq — Xq The magnitude of the potential magnetic
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(a) a = 0.00 (b) a — —O.SOa^
(c) a = —0.75a, (d) a = —0.90a,
Figure 5.17: Isosurfaces o f the flux function for several values o f a.  Three field lines have 
also been plotted over each isosurface
field simplifies to
|B|2 ^  / -4oo
X q j  c o s ^ { t t x / 2 x o ) +  sinh^(7rz/2T o) ’ (5.161)
thus the energy becomes
dv du
TT" Lzp/2XQ Jo cos2 V +  sinh^ u 
where u = ^z/2%o and v =  ttxI2xo. Firstly, the integral in v can be expressed as:
^  1 db
( 5 . 1 6 2 )
L, = i r‘ u 1 Jo ( 5 . 1 6 3 )Iq cos^ V +  sinh^ u  sinh^ + ./n 1 — sin^ v  ’
where a = 1 /  \ / l  +  sirih^ u = 1 /cosh u. Using Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1965a), the
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Figure 5.18: Magnetic energy for (a) the Roumeliotis solution and (b) the linear force-free fields 
solution.
integral in v becomes
I TT 12 sinh u cos u 
The potential magnetic energy takes the form
% -  r  du
using Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1965b), the integral above can be simplified to




Due to the singularities of the Roumeliotis solution, the potential energy tends to 
infinity as the photospheric height decreases. The chosen height in the photosphere is 
Zp = O.lxo which produces a potential energy of Wq = 0.0942A^Ly.
Figure 5.18 shows how the magnetic energy depends on the different parameters, the 
energy values have been normalised by the potential energy, Wq. For the Roumeliotis 
solution, the magnetic energy increases with zq due to a shear effect. The energy finally 
reaches a maximum value and saturates. For the linear force-free case, it is observed that 
the magnetic energy depends very weakly on Zo and increases with a. It is also important 
to notice how the magnetic energy goes to infinity when a reaches its maximum value
^max TT
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5.2.5 Comparison Between Linear Force-Free Field and Non-Linear 
Force-Free Field
This section will compare the linear force-free field case, z), formulated in Sec­
tion 5.2.3 with the non-linear analytical solution, z), formulated in Section 5.2.2.
It is not hard to prove that, for the case zq = xq and a  — 0 both solutions are the 
same, namely the potential case.
Assuming that zq Xq, there are many ways to estimate the value of a  that produces 
a reasonable correlation between the linear force-free field solution and the Roumeliotis 
one.
For positions well above the photosphere, z >  Zp, the series in Equations (5.155)-
(5.158) converge very fast and the first term will be the dominant one. If only the first 
term in the summations is considered, the magnetic field takes the form:
i A ^ r





— a (z  — Zp) (5 .167)
B ^ (æ ,z ) 4aAoo T f  Træ 7 T2xo a ( z  -  Zp) > , (5.168)
« H ^ X s i n  ( ^  )exp 7 T2a:o Q' ( z  — Zp) (5 .169)
Therefore,
By"\x ,z )
and a  can be approximated as
a (5 .170)
■B.( a )a (5 .171)
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Figure 5.19: Percentage error in the approximated a.
Figure 5.19 shows the error of this assumption; for heights above zo/2 the error is well 
below 5%.
Given a chosen position r* =  (æ*, z*), the value of a  that will produce the best fit 
between both magnetic field solutions will be
a  = (5.172)
It will be interesting to compare z) with z) in the neighbourhood of
r*.
Note that, when a; =  0, the z-component of the magnetic field cancels. Imposing 
X* = 0, both fields will be aligned at the particular point r*. It is important to realise that, 
in this case, it is not possible to make a renormalisation of the field as was done in Section
5.1.4. Changing the magnitude of B^"  ^ would not satisfy the boundary condition in the 
photosphere.
Figure 5.20 shows how the two models differ along the line a: =  0 for different values 
of z*. The values of a* obtained increase with z*. Because of the different behaviour 
of both solutions, the linear approximation does not reproduce the same results as the 
Roumeliotis field for lower heights, but for higher z both have similar* characteristics.
To see this explicitly. Figure 5.21 shows how the field lines compare for both models. 
For four different values of z* the estimated a* has been determined and four field lines 
with the starting points (0,0.5zo), (0, I.Ozq), (0 ,1.5zo), (0, 2.5zq) have been plotted. The
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Figure 5.20: Comparison between the linear force-free field and the Roumeliotis solution, for dif­
ferent values of z*, fixing a: = 0. The solid lines correspond to the Roumeliotis 
model, while the dashed lines correspond to our linear force-free field solution.
biggest difference between both models is their height dependence. For the Roumeliotis 
solution, the angle the field lines form with respect to the t/-axes. depend highly on z, 
while in the linear force-free case, this angle remains almost constant. Therefore, if an 
observed structure follows the Roumeliotis solution, it can be reproduced quite accurately 
with the linear force-free assumption as long as the structure contains field lines of similar 
heights.
Another factor to take into account is the total magnetic energy for both models. For 
the Roumeliotis solution, using zo =  2xq and Zp =  O.l^o, the magnetic energy becomes 
Wr = 1.154ITo. The linear force-free magnetic energy will depend on the chosen value 
of the parameter a. Table 5.4 shows the different values of the magnetic energy. As.the 
height increases, a larger value of a  is needed to reproduce similar field lines, but then 
the magnetic energy becomes very large in comparison with the Roumeliotis field.
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(a) z* =  0.5zo, a* =  —0.54a; (b) z* =  l.Ozo, a* — —OJda-mar.
(c) z* =  1.5x0, o* =  —0.82a (d) z* =  2.5xq, a*
Figure 5.21: Field line comparison between the linear force-free field and the Roumeliotis solu­
tion, for different values o f z * . The solid blue field lines correspond to the Roumeli­
otis model, while the dashed red field lines correspond to the linear force-free field 
solution obtained in Section 5,2.3.
^  /  (^max K . -  (%)
0.5 -0.54 1.155 0.06
1.0 -0.75 1.411 18.2
1.5 -0.82 1.595 27.7
2.5 -0.86 1.750 34.0
Table 5.4: Comparison between Roumeliotis and linear magnetic energy.
5.2.6 Conclusion
This section has studied the linear force-free solution for translational symmetry, where 
the photosphere is just a plane and the field has an arcade shape.
Imposing an isolated system with vertical field lines at x — ±Xq, an analytical ex­
pression of the linear force-free magnetic field has been obtained. One of the solutions 
obtained by Roumeliotis (1993) has been used to provide the boundary conditions. The 
case cr =  0 corresponds to the unsheared potential field with an almost circular shaped 
arcade. As a increases, the twist increases and the isosurfaces expand in the z-direction 
and compress in the x-direction.
Also, the values of a have a limited range given by |of| < 7t/2,to, for larger values the
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flux function will have an oscillating term in the z direction and will not tend to zero as z 
tends to infinity.
This linear solution has been compared with a similar geometry solution, deduced by 
Roumeliotis (1993). Constraining the comparison to a small range of height, both models 
produce very similar structures. The energies on the other hand only are similar when the 
structures are not very high in the corona.
Chapter 6
Summary and Further Work
So, good night unto you all.
Give me your hands, if we befriends.
And Robin shall restore amends.
- William Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night Dream, Act V (1590).
6.1 Summary
The solar corona is one of the most studied areas in solar physics. Its activity, such as 
flares, prominence eruptions and CMEs, is fai* from understood. Since the solar corona is 
a low-/? plasma, its structure and dynamics are driven by the magnetic field.
The aim of this thesis is the study of the magnetic field in the solar corona. Unfortu­
nately, high quality direct measurements of the coronal magnetic field are not available.
The thesis can be divided into two separate parts. In the first part, from Chapter 2 
to Chapter 4, a quantitative way to compare theory and observations is introduced and 
applied.
The second part of the thesis. Chapter 5, focused on the lineai* force-free field. Ana­
lytical expressions are obtained for two different geometric configurations and they are 
compared with other more general non constant a  solutions.
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6.1.1 Comparing Theory and Observations
The magnetic field in the solar corona cannot be measured easily. As an alternative, 
the magnetic field in the corona can be extrapolated from the known magnetic field in the . 
photosphere. There are many models of magnetic extrapolations, some of them have been 
summarised in Chapter 2. Although theoretical models are very useful in determining 
general properties of the corona and its evolutionary states, it is still necessary to see if 
they can reproduce the type of structures observed.
In most studies, comparison between theoretical magnetic fields and observation con­
sists on plotting a group of field lines and comparing with the shape of the structures 
observed. This methodology has some clear weaknesses. That is why it is necessary to 
introduce some qualitative study to measure the deviation between theory and observa­
tions.
A quantitative method to fit magnetic field lines to observed coronal loops is intro­
duced in Chapter 3. The method needs only two things: Firstly, a magnetic field model 
is necessary to calculate the field lines. It will probably include a magnetogram for the 
photospheric boundary conditions. Also needed is an image of the corona, where the 
structure is observed. The more isolated the structure is, the better the method will work.
The procedure will calculate a quantity C, for each field line, which can be understood 
as the average of the distance between the field line and the loop. The smaller the value 
of C  is, the more closely the field line follows the observed loop.
If the magnetic field depends on one or more parameters, the value of the parameter(s) 
that provides the best fit between theory and observations will be the one that minimise 
C.
In Chapter 4 the method described above was used to study the magnetic field in 
an active region. AR 8906 was first studied by Glover et al. (2001) where its evolution 
was followed during three solar rotations. During its third rotation, the active region 
suffered two CMEs which changed its morphology. In order to determine how much the 
magnetic field changed though the CMEs, the active region is studied prior and after its 
first eruption.
Prior to the first CME, the AR had three separate structures, each of them was fitted 
individually using a Green’s function lineai' force-free field model. The value of a  ob-
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tained for each area was very similar, which indicates that the AR was in a near linear 
force-free magnetic configuration.
After the first CME the morphology of the region changed considerably. The area 
which presented a higher value of a  before the eruption was not visible anymore after the 
CME and the remaining structures seemed to have join in a longer loop. This structure 
was again fitted to a linear force-free field to find a similar value for a. The error of this 
last estimate was considerable, making it not possible to reach a firm conclusion about 
the evolution of a. This also shows that the linear force-free field might not be a valid 
approximation for the magnetic field in the AR at this stage in its evolution.
The field line fitting method has also been used when more than one parameter is 
necessary to specify the magnetic field. Petrie and Lothian (2003) suggested a more 
general linear force-free solution, where the magnetic field depends on two par ameters, a 
and b. This model was used with the same AR as the one studied before. Although adding 
this new parameter does not improve considerably the results, this example showed how 
the field line fitting method works for more than one parameter.
Another totally different problem was also studied using the field line fitting method. 
A group of loops were observed near the limb with TRACE and SOHO/CDS. In order 
to obtain the strength of the magnetic field inside each loop, the field line that better 
reproduces the shape of the observed loop must be founded. In this case, three free 
parameters were necessary, which were the coordinates of the starting position of the 
field lines. Since the method needed each loop to be as isolated as possible, the original 
image was altered to remove the background around each loop. The method worked very 
well for the majority of the loops.
The variable that quantifies the discrepancy between the theoretical field lines and the 
observed loops, C, is the standard deviation of the distance between them for each point 
of the field line. Therefore, when very small structures are studied, very short field lines 
will be selected and the statistical value of C becomes less meaningful. This is the main 
reason why the smallest loops studied from the structure above did not return a good fit 
using the method. Although this is a weakness in the method that should be considered, 
it is not very dramatic, since, at these scales, the magnetograms are not that accurate and 
the magnetic extrapolation is also not very reliable.
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6.1.2 Linear Force-free Field
Linear force-free fields have been used in many studies of the magnetic field of the corona. 
Although some would say that it is too simple to produce realistic results, constant a 
force-free fields produce analytical expressions that are relatively easy to compute.
Chapter 5 studied the linear force-free field for two different geometrical systems. An 
analytical expression of the field was obtained and compared with more general solutions.
For the first system, the photosphere consisted on two parallel planes connected by a 
vertical flux tube. The Grad-Shafranov(-Schlüter) equation of rotational symmetry was 
solved for the linear force-free case. The boundary conditions were; the flux function 
vanishes at the centre of the tube, the tube does not expand or contract and the total flux 
through the end of the tube remained fixed.
An analytical expression of the flux function and the magnetic field was found in terms 
of the Bessel functions. Most of the tube remains in a near radial state. It is only near the 
footpoints were a dependence on the coordinate along the loop, z is apparent. Also, the 
possible values of the parameter a  were constrained to be within a limited range.
The magnetic energy and the magnetic helicity were also obtained for this case. The 
magnetic energy depends very weakly on the length of the tube, this dependence is only 
due to the footpoint areas where the magnetic field depends strongly on z. For small 
values of a, the helicity is almost a straight line, independent of the loops length. As a 
increases, the helicity increases and a dependence on the length of the tube becomes more 
noticeable.
The linear solution was then compared with two cylindrically symmetric twist pro­
files. It was shown that the linear force-free field can reproduce a similar structure for the 
inner part of the tube, but the non-linear field differs strongly from the linear one for the 
outer part of the tube. Similar conclusions can be drawn from the magnetic energy.
For the second system, the photosphere is an infinite plane and the coronal magnetic 
field is anchored to it. The Grad-Shafranov(-Schliiter) equation for translational geometry 
was solved for the linear force-free case. The assumptions taken where: the system was 
isolated, the magnetic energy was finite and all the field lines started and ended at the 
photospheric level.
Using the solution obtained by Roumeliotis (1993) as the flux function in the photo­
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sphere, analytical expressions for the flux function and the magnetic field were obtained.
For a  =  0, the unsheared potential field is obtained. As a  increases the shear in 
the arcade increases and the isosurfaces expand in the z-direction and contract in the x- 
direction. The magnetic energy increase with the parameter a  tending to infinity when a 
reaches its maximum value.
The linear force-free field was compared with the non linear solution obtained by 
Roumeliotis (1993). Constraining the comparison to a small range of height, both models 
produce structures with very similar shapes. The energies are similar only when the 
structures are not very high in the corona.
6.2 Future Work
6.2.1 Magnetic Field Line Fitting
The method described in Chapter 3 is a first approach towards a quantitative way to com­
pare theory and observations. Although the method works for one or more different 
parameters and under very different magnetic models, there are a few weaknesses that 
could be improved.
A first improvement would be to reduce the long computational time, as mentioned in 
Section 3.4.1. The routines could become substantially faster by transferring the compu­
tation of the field lines to a more appropriate platform (e.g. Fortran code implemented in 
a parallel computer). The way the magnetogram data is evaluated can also be optimised 
by ignoring areas where the magnetic field is bellow a certain threshold.
The footpoint areas are currently selected manually, this step can be automated using 
advanced feature recognition techniques. It is also necessary to observe a complete loop 
in the intensity image so the footpoints can be selected. A more general way to select 
field lines could be inti'oduced to make the method less restrictive.
The method is also very sensitive to background emission or interconnected loops. 
For high resolution images, such as TRACE, groups of loops are observed instead of an 
isolated one, making necessary to alter the original image in order to study each individual 
loop separately. Some improvements in this line should also be desirable.
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The field line fitting method has been used to study how the linear force-free para­
meter a  varies along an AR and how it evolves with time. More studies of this kind can 
throw some light into the coronal magnetic field evolution and how it depends on the 
photospheric motions.
The method can also be used to calculate ot in nearby regions in order to obtain a 
map of a(r). An initial value of a  for the lower boundaiy of the computational box 
is necessary for some non-linear force-free methods (as discussed in Section 2.2.3). It 
could be possible to use this field line fitting method to derivate the map of a instead of 
the highly inaccurate vector magnetograms.
Observations of an AR with different wavelength filters will outline plasma at dif­
ferent temperatures. It would be interesting to see whether different observations of an 
AR are indeed represented by a common a  in a linear force-free model, or whether the 
value of a  varies significantly. This would provide a measure of the quality of the linear 
force-free model in a localised region of the corona, and would have implications on the 
validity of using this model to study changes in a over a period of time.
The fitting method assumes that magnetic field lines highlight the general profile of 
the structures observed in the corona, and therefore comparing both should produce an 
estimation about how close the theoretical magnetic field is from the real one. There is 
another way to approach this problem which would not involve directly fitting field lines. 
Given a theoretical magnetic field, the temperature and the density could be determined 
using the thermal energy equation. A synthetic image could then been produced from 
the response function of a given instrument. This synthetic image can then be directly 
compared with a real image of the area of interest. As done in the field line fitting, 
some quantity can be calculated to measure the differences between them. Changing 
the magnetic field would change the synthetic image and the difference quantity. The 
magnetic field that minimise the difference between the observed image and the produced 
synthetic one could be assumed to be the more accurate one for the studied AR.
6.2.2 Comparing Linear with Non Linear Force-Free Field
For both geometries the analytical linear force-free field was compared with more general 
solutions. How to compare two magnetic field systems is not stiaight forward.
For the axisymmetric case, two twist profiles where chosen and the energy and mag-
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netic field were compaied directly. A set of field lines could have been compared in a 
similar way as it was done for the arcade geometry case, but visualisation was harder in 
this case. To get a better idea, more twist profiles could be used, or maybe a more general 
solution. It is a similar case with the arcade geometry.
In order to compare linear force-free field with a more general one, a choice in a has 
to be taken. For both studies, the two magnetic fields where coaligned in a particular point 
as it was shown how they compared in its neighbourhood. This points out how local the 
linear force-free field is. Making this fit for the entire area of study, map of o:(r) can also 
be obtained.
For both of the studied cases, the system presents a symmetry. The next step would be 
to consider a non-linear force-free field in three dimensions (thus, without any symmetry) 
and compare it with the linear one. This non-linear force-free field would probably be 
obtained by a numerical simulation. The numerical value of a (r) could be obtained to 
see how local structures could be fitted into linear force-free field.
6.2.3 Future Missions
Over the last ten years the success of the Yohkoh, SOHO and more recently TRACE and 
RHESSI missions have transformed dramatically our knowledge of the Sun. Over the next 
ten years new spacecraft will build on these successes, with the Japan-UK Solar-B and 
NASA Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) missions providing much higher-resolution 
information of the solar corona, the NASA STEREO mission allowing stereoscopic study 
of structures in the corona and solar wind and the ESA SOLar Orbiter (SOLO) will 
provide unprecedentedly high resolution data over long periods as it almost co-rotates 
with the Sun.
Table 6.1 displays a summary of the instruments that will be included in the future 
missions. These missions will provide high resolution magnetograms which can be used 
to produced extrapolated coronal magnetic fields using the methods described in Chapter 
2 .
Also, high resolution images will be produced in different wavelengths (such as X- 
Rays using Solar-B/XRT or EUV using Solar-B/EUT and Solar Orbiter/EUI).
The magnetic field line fitting method, described in Chapter 3 can be used with these
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50cm optical telescope (150 km resolution)
Narrow-band filtergrams/magnetograms/Dopplergrams/Stokes images 
Full-disk X-ray imager (2 Âto 60 Â), YOHKOH-SXT follow-on 





2 white-light coronagraphs/EUV imager/heliosperic imager 
Interplanetary radio burst tiacker 
In-situ solar energetic particle detector 




Helioseismic and magnetic imager (MDI follow-on)
White-light coronographic imager










White-light imager & magnetograph 
EUV spectrometer 
EUV imager
UV & white-light coronagraph
Solar wind plasma analyser / radio & plasma waves analyser
Coronal radio sounding/radiometer
Magnetometer
energetic particle detector / neutron detector 
dust detector / neutral particle detector
Table 6.1: Brief Summary of future solar missions.
new observations to give us an idea how the different magnetic extrapolations can repro­
duce the high resolution structures observed.
Appendix A 
Linear Force-free field using Green’s 
Functions
In Cartesian geometry, the photosphere is represented as the plane z =  0, while the corona 
is the upper half-space, z > 0.
Assuming that the magnetic field is a constant a  force-free field, the equations to be 
solved in the corona are
V X B =  aB, (A.l)
V B =  0. (A.2)
The boundary conditions will be:
B^(x, y, 0) =  Bo{x, ij), (A.3)
lim B(æ,î/, z) =  0, (A.4)
z —>oo
where Bo{x, y), the normal component of the magnetic field in the photosphere, is obtain 
using magnetograms.
The magnetic field can be written in the form:
B =  V X V X ( f  z) +  V X (Tz), (A.5)
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which can be substituted into Equation (A.l) to give:
V X V X [(T -  a f  )z] -  V X [(aT +  A f  )z] =  0; 
which is satisfied when:
T -  a P  =  0 
a P  +  A P  =  0
(A.6)
thus




Equation (A.9) is the Helmholtz Equation. Cylindrical polar coordinates and separa­
tion of variables can be used to obtain the solution:
( pooAmOP {r^9 ,z)=  ^  I I Am{k)exp -  (/c^  -  z Jm{kr)dk
m=-oo
+  [  Bm{k) COS — k'^Ÿ^^ z Jm{kr)dk Jo  ^ ^
+  [  Cm{k) sin ~  z Jm {kr)d ky  (A. 10)
where Am, Bm and Cm are to be determined and Jm is the Bessel function of order m. 
Substituting P  in Equation (A.5), the magnetic field takes the form:
Bz{r,9,z) =  ~k^P {r,9 ,z) =
r r 1 /o 1gîm0 I / Am{k)k‘^ e x p  — (/c^  — z Jm{kr)dk
m = - o o
4- f  Bm{k)k‘^ COS z Jm{kr)dkJo L J
+  J  Cm{k)kJsm — k'^Ÿ^^ z~^ Jm{kr)dk'^ . (A .ll)
Equation (A.l 1) can be evaluated on the z =  0 plane to produce:
P Q  r  poo p a
S,(r,0,O)= y ]  /  A n {k )k '^ J n ,{k r )d k +  /  B .„ (k )k ‘^ J A k r ) d kUa Jo (A. 12)
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Note that, as Cm terms disappear due to the evaluation of sin [(a^ — when z — 0,
the boundaiy condition of Equation (A.3) cannot be used to evaluate Cm{k) and some 
extr a information is needed. The most common approach to this problem is to ignore 
the Cm contribution, which is equivalent to imposing that d B z/d z = 0 where ^  
0 and z =  0. The contribution of the term involving Cm will be obtained later on.
In order to find the values of Am and Bm in terms of Bz{r, 9 ,0), it is necessary to invert 
Equation (A. 12) using the completeness relation for Bessel functions and exponential 
terms:
poo S ( \ ' __A)/ xJm {^x)Jm {yx)dx = -----   and (A. 13)Jo  Ap2TT
/  =  27r5„„. (A. 14)Jo
Multiplying Equation (A. 12) by J„(A:V) and integrating over r and 9:
poo p2TT
/  /  e-''^J„{k'r)B,{r,0,O)rdedrJo Jo
= 2-Kk' [An(k')H{k' -  a) +  Bn(,k')H{k' -  a ) j , (A.15) 
where H(x) is the step function'. The above equation separates to:
1 y o o  y 2 i r
^m(k) = p—r /  /  e~"‘'^^Jm{kr)Bz{r,9,0)rd9dr for k > a, (A. 17)27T K Jq Jq
Bm{k) = /  / e~^^^Jm{kr)Bz{r,9,Q)rd9dr for k < a. (A. 18)27T K Jq Jq
Using the identity:
OO
y  =  Jo(fcfi), (A.19)m=—oo
where B? = (x — x 'Y  + {y ~  v '^  and ignoring the term containing Cm{k), Equation
^The step function is defined as:
0 if a; <  0,
H{x)  =  I  ^ if X’ =  0, (A. 16)2
1 i fx  > 0.








/  /  (A.20)Jo Jo
J o { k R )  exp — (/c^  — z dk
+ / ^Jo(^P)cos (a^ — k'^Ÿ^'^zJo k L dk. (A.21)
Using Equation (A.5), the magnetic field components can be expressed in terms of 
the derivatives of P, which are equivalent to the derivatives of Gi. Calculating these 
derivatives, the magnetic field can be written in the form:
1 poo poo
B {x ,y ,z)  = -~  / G {x,yyZ ,x ',y ')B z{x\y ',0 )dx'dy ', (A.22)
J  —  O O  J  — O O
where
dzdx dy R dz R
dzdy dx R dz 
d^Gi _  _  _  r  _  ^
dx'^ dy^ R  dR
R
And r  takes the form
poo
V = — Ji{kR) exp — (/c^  — a^) z dk





Watson (1995b), page 416 equation 4 describes
Making the substitution: t = k ,a  = z,b = R  and y = a  and dividing into its real and
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sin(ap) _  k
P Jo («2 -  A:2)i/2
where = R?
Jo{kR)dk
(a^ -  k^y^^ z] Jo(kR)dk, and (A.28)S i n
cos { a ^ - k '^ y ^ z  Jo{kR)dk, (A.29)
To obtain the value of F, it is necessary to integrate by parts using the identity:
1 dJo
R dk (A;P) = (A.30)
Finally, using Equation (A.28), F takes the form :
z  cos {ap) cos ( q 'z )F Rp R (A.31)
where R? = {x — x 'Y  + {y — y')^^
Using a similar approach, the Cm term can be calculated. It is necessary to assume 
that there is a function in the source coordinates such that
OO y  ce
H {x ',y ')=  y  CAk)k^Jm{k)dk.
mrr- — ^
(A.32)
Then the coefficients Cm can be expressed as
"OO />27r•j y o o y/TT
C„(fc) =  ~ /  J  H{r',0')e-*’"^'JAkr')r'dr'd0. (A.33)
Therefore, the contribution of the term with the Cm coefficients in P{x,y, z) can be ex­
pressed as
where
y o o  y oo
2/, z) =  —  ^  y  C2 (æ, z, )F f( /, 2/^ )da;^ d2/%
C 2  =  f  -  Jo(^P) sin [(a^ — k'^Y^^z] dk. Jo k
(A.34)
(A.35)
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The contribution of the Cm term in the magnetic field is
-j y oo  yoo
B {x ,y ,z)  = —  / G {x,y ,z ,x ',y ')H {x ',y ')d x 'd y \ (A.36)J —  O O  J “ - 0 0
where the complementary Green's junction, G(a;, ?/, z, x ', y'), is
G A x , y , z , A y ' )  =  + +  (A.37)
G A x,V ,z ,x ',y ')  =  =
G A x , V , z , A y ' )  =  ^  =  - I  -  g ,  (A.39)
where ^
r  = — [  Ji{kR )sm  [(cK^  — k^Y^“^z] dk. (A.40)Jo
f  is calculated the same way as F but, using Equation (A.29) instead. It is straight forward 
to prove that
- zsin(ap) sin(az)
^  =  — Rp------------ Â—
To summarise, the general result for force-free magnetic field in Cartesian coordin­
ates, using Green’s functions, takes the form:
2  y o o  y o o
B {x ,y ,z)  = -~  /  G{x -  x ',y  -  y \z)B z(x 'y j\0 )d x 'd y '2^ J —OO J  —  OO
1 y o o  y o o
_l_ /  / G { x - x ’,y - y \z ) H { x \y ') d x 'd i j ,  (A.42)J J  _ o o
where H {x,y) is an arbitrary function of the source coordinates, G is the Green’s func­
tion and G is the “complementary” Green’s function. The Green’s function components 
Gx, Gy and Gz take the form:
- a F ^ , (A.43)
G z{x ,y ,z ,x  ,y )  — — — —
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where ^  zcos(o!/)) co8(az)
 w - '
with R? — {x — x 'Y  + {y — y 'Y  and +  z^. Meanwhile G has the same structure
as G in Equation A.43 with F replaced by a function f  whose expression is
~ _  zsin {ap) sin (az)
Rp R  '
Appendix B
Numerical Computation of Field Lines
The equations of a field line are simply
where r(s) is the position vector of the field line as a function of the parameter s, which 
is the length of the line from the initial point. This is a initial value problem where the 
starting point of the field line is given, r(g =  0) — tq. If the differentiation is rewritten 
as finite steps. As, an algebraic formula can be obtained for the change in the function r 
when the independent variable s is stepped by one stepsize. This way, starting from the 
initial condition, the field line can be constructed until a final condition is reached.
There are several numerical methods to solve a system of ordinary differential equa­
tions like Equation (B.l). The simplest and least accurate method (first order accuracy) is 
called the Euler method where, given a point in the field line r^, the next one is approx­
imated to
Fn+I =  Tn +  As F(s„, r„) +  O(As^), (B.2)
which advances the solution from s„ to Sn+i =  s„+A s. This method is not recommended 
for practical use, due to its low accuracy and its instability.
One step further is to take a “trial” step in the midpoint of the interval. Then use the 
value of both s and r at that midpoint to compute the “real” step across the whole interval.
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In equations,
k i =  A s  F (s n ,r „ ) ,  (B .3)
A s  11^ 2 =  A s  F(Sn H fn  +  (B .4)
Yn+1 =  Yn +  ^ 2  +  O (A s^ ). (B .5)
The method above is called second-order Runge-Kutta or midpoint method.
In general, the Runge-Kutta method propagates the solution over an interval by com­
bining the information from several Euler-type steps and then using the information ob­
tained to match a Taylor series expansion up to some higher order. Runge-Kutta succeeds 
virtually always, but it is not usually the fastest.
By far the most often used is the fourth-order Runge-Kutta formula, which is:
k i =  A s  F (sn ,r„ ,),
A sk 2  =  A s  F(Sn 4- — ,
A sks =  A s  F (sn  4- — ,
A sk 4  =  A s  F(Sn +  — ,
, ki k2Yn+l — Y?1 +  -g- +  -g
Fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, if combined with an adaptive stepsize algorithm, 
is quite competitive as long as very high accuracy is not required. For problems where 
high accuracy is required, there are other methods, like predictor-corrector method, which 
are more efficient.
More information about the above methods can be found in Press et al. (1986).
(B.6)
(B.7)
r„ +  y ) , (B.8)
fn +  ks), (B.9)
O 0 (B.IO)
Appendix C 
Flux Function Coefficients for the 
Axisymmetric Geometry
For the linear force-free case, in the axisymmetric geometry, the flux function takes the 
form:
(C-D
where the terms of the Fourier-Bessel expansion are
This expression can be divided into the sum of two integrals, namely
_  Bod J. Bod ,






~  (x^Ji{x)) — 4- ^Ji(x) = x^Je-i{x) (C.6)dx dx
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can be obtained by multiplying by the identity
= - iJ t( x )  + xJe^i(x). (C.7)
Hence
and therefore
/  x A ,^ A x ) = [ x ‘M x ) ] l  (C.8)
J  a
h  =  7 - ^  w'^Ji{w)dw =  (C.9)
( j l , n )  JQ Jl,n
where w =
Considering u and v as solutions of the Bessel equations;
+  x ^  +  (A^x  ^ -  m^)u =  0, (C.IO)dx^ dx
y  x ~ -  i'^)v = 0, (C .ll)dx2 dx
multiplying Equations (C.IO) and (C .ll) by v /x  and u /x  respectively, and integrating 
along X,  the expressionsJ  3:^-^vdx +  J  ^ f d x  +  A^  xuvdx — mJ J  ~ J x  = 0, (C.12)
J  x^-^W x + J  ^ u d x  y  J  xuvdx — J  ~ d x  = 0. (C.13)
are obtained. Subtracting Equation (C.13) from Equation (C.12) and integrating by parts, 
the resulting equation takes the form:
X
uvdx — X I I . (C.14)dx dx
If f  =  m and Re{£) > —1, the functions u and v become the Bessel functions u = 
Ji{\x)  and V = B ipx), and the above equation becomes
J (A^  — f/)xJi{Xx)Je{px)dx = x ^J^(Ax)^ “  d ^ ( ^ x ) - 2 ^ — . (C.15)
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Using that
and rearranging terms, Equation (C.15) can be expressed as:
J  xJe{Xx)Je{px) = ^ 2  (AJ^+i(A.x) J^(/ix) -  pJe{Xx)B+i{}ix)). (C.17)
The integral I2 is a particular solution of the above when £ ~  1, A =  ad, p = ji^n and
J  J l , n ( a d )  1/2(jl^n) ^
 •
Substituting the expressions for h  and I2 into Equation (C.3), the coefficients 
finally take the form:
a„ =  ■ ■ (C.19)
Appendix D 
Flux Function Coefficients for the 
Arcade Geometry
For the linear force-free case, in the arcade geometry, the flux function has the form;
( 2 n  +  1 )7 T X
n —0 2xo
e x p  < — ( z  — Z p ) > , (D.l)
where the terms of the Fourier expansion are
1 n  fan = — <Xq j  —.to L
2A
t a n "
z o  s i n h ( 7 T Z p / 2 z o )
A o o  > c o s ( 2 n  +  1 )7T X  2xo7 T  [ x o  C O s ( 7 T x / 2 X o )






h =  cos Jo
( 2 n  +  1 )7 T X
t a n  ^
2 xq
Zo s i n h ( 7 r Z p / 2 z o )  
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Calling A =  7t/(2 xo) and r  =  (zq/ xq) sinh(7rZp/2zo), and integrating by parts, the 
first integral becomes
h =  cos [(2n +  l)Ax] tan“  ^Jo cos(Ax) dx
(2n +  1)A
r
sin [{2n +  l)Ax] tan ^ rcos (Ax)
zo
"Z O sin (Ax) sin [(2n +  l)Ax]
(2n 4- 1) Jq cos^(Ax) +  P dx.
(D.6)
Since sin a sin 6 =  Mcos(a — b) — cos(a 4- 6)], the above integral becomes
h Ta:o(—1)^ _____________( 2 n  4 “ 1 )  2 ( 2 t i 4~ 1 )
a:o(-l)" T
[
cos(2nAx) — cos [2(n 4- l)Ax]
+ cos^(Ax) dx




Jq 4- cos^(Ax) 
Making the change u — Ax and applying
dx.
" 7 t / 2 cos(2nx)dx (—1)”7T / I  — \ / l  — cl^





which can be obtained from Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1965a), the integral r (n )  takes the 
form:
2xo cos{2nu)du
7r(r2 4- 1) do 1 — 8in (^i6)
a;o (-1 )"  / 1 -
(r^  4- 1) a /1  — (/?2 I if
2n (D.IO)
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where c/9^ =  l / ( r^ +  1). The above result can be simplified to
IL a ;o ( - i rt V Y + P 1 +  — r  j
\  2 n
Therefore,
(D .ll)
+  i'„y =  ( ViT^ -  r pTV T+7^ ' 1 +  v l  +  r^ — r
1 +  — r
\ 2n+l
Using the above result. Equation (D.7) becomes




Equations (D.13) and (D.5) can be implemented into Equation (D.3) to obtain
4Aoo f xo(~ l)’
where
ttxq ( (2 n  +  1)
4A.QO  ^ jj^ n^+l'Y'271+l
1 — ( v l  +  r^ — r ) 2h+1 (2?î +  1)
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